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CHAPTER 1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

 

The project is a residential short subdivision and requires permits for Water and Sewer 

service connections from the City of Mercer Island.  The project will also require a 

Construction Stormwater General Permit from the State of Washington, Final Short Plat 

permit, and Building permits (Retaining walls in excess of 4’ in vertical height).  Separate 

building permits will be required at a later time for two new single-family residences. 

 

The proposed project is located on 2003 82nd Ave SE, in a portion of the northeast quarter 

of the southeast quarter of Section 1, Township 24 North, Range 4 East, W.M. in City of 

Mercer Island, Washington.  The site includes parcel 544930-0080 with a total area of 

44,869  SF (1.03 acres).  Zoning of the site is R-12. 

 

The site is located in the Mercer Island and Water – Lake Washington Drainage Basin.  

The proposed project will construct 2 single-family residential lots, and associated roads 

and utilities. The site does not contain any critical areas or associated buffers. 

 

The drainage system design of the project is per the requirements of the 2014 Stormwater 

Management Manual for Western Washington (DOE 2014 SWMMWW). 

 

Legal Description: 

 

Parcel 5449300080 - 

That portion of lot 16, mercer beach park, according to plat thereof recorded in volume 

46 of plats, page 7, records of King County, Washington; 

lying easterly of a line running from the southwest corner of said lot 16 to a point on the 

north line, 36 feet east of the northwest corner of said lot 16; 

together with the westerly 10 feet of lot 17 in said plat, 

together with that portion of said lot 17 lying southwesterly of a line described as 

follows: 

 

Beginning at the most southerly corner of said lot 17; 

thence north 59°23'14" west 105.01 feet to an intersection with the easterly line of said 

westerly 10 feet and the terminus of said line. 

 

Together with an easement for ingress and egress over that portion of tracts 14 and 15 of 

said plat lying easterly of a line beginning at the southeast corner of said tract 14 and 

running 

thence northerly to a point on the northerly line of said tract 14, distant 37.00 feet 

westerly of the northeast corner thereof; 

thence continuing northerly to a point on the northerly line of said tract 15, distant 70.00 

feet westerly of the northeast corner thereof. 

 

Situate in the County of King, State of Washington. 
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FIGURE 1  VICINITY MAP  
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CHAPTER 2 EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY 

Under existing condition, parcel 544930-0080 is developed as a single-family residence.  

The existing residence on the parcel will be removed for this development. Other than the 

existing residence and associated driveways, the rest of the site is mostly covered with 

dense trees and ground covers and can be considered as covered by forest.  The site 

slopes northerly with 1% to 50% ground slopes.  The site drains to the northwest toward 

existing properties and toward Lake Washington, located north of the northern property 

limit.  There are no critical areas or associated buffers located on the property.  

An existing driveway which runs through the parcel collects upstream drainage from the 

eastern portions of the property and conveys these flows into Lake Washington.  Offsite 

surface water enters the site is from the east and southeast and generally travels across the 

property as sheet flow which exits the property along the north and northwestern property 

lines.  There are no known or historical drainage problems, such as flooding or erosion, 

on or directly adjacent to the site.  The site is not located within 100-year flood hazard 

zone. 

Existing onsite utilities include water, gas and electric services for the existing home.  

The site is not located within an aquifer recharge area nor is it located within a wellhead 

protection area, as defined by the WA State Heath Dept., EPA or by the City.  There are 

no Superfund areas in the vicinity of the project, or which are tributary to or receive 

drainage from the project site.  Basin plan requirements will be met by complying with 

design requirements under the DOE 2014 SWMMWW. 

 

According to the Geotechnical Engineering Report prepared by PanGEO Incorporated 

(dated March 4. 2019), the site does not contain geologically hazardous areas such as 

landslide, earthquake, or other geological hazards. The site contains erosion hazard areas 

which can be mitigated with BMPs during construction and landscaping for permanent 

erosion control.  The onsite soils are mapped as Pre-Olympia Fine-Grained Glacial  

Deposits (Qpogf). which are similar to the findings from field explorations.  The soils 

encountered during field exploration include medium dense to very dense and medium 

stiff to hard interbedded silty fine sand, sandy silt, and silty clay with some gravel.  No 

groundwater seepage was found during subsurface exploration.  The project site is 

located in an area where stormwater infiltration BMP’s are not permitted. 

 

See Appendix A for full Geotechnical Engineering Report. 
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FIGURE 2  EXISTING CONDITIONS SITE MAP 
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CHAPTER 3 OFF-SITE ANALYSIS & MITIGATION 
 

Upstream Tributary Area  

Parcels developed as single-family residences, located east of the site, drain to the west 

via sheet flow and ultimately drain into the site. A portion of 82nd Ave also drains 

directly into the project site. 

FIGURE 3  EXISTING CONDITION DRAINAGE BASIN MAP 
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Downstream Description: 

The project qualifies for direct discharge of stormwater into Lake Washington.  

Stormwater runoff for the site will be conveyed to a new storm drain system and 

discharge into Lake Washington at the northern property limit. 

 

In existing condition, site flows discharge from the site via sheet flow and drains 

northwest toward the adjacent properties along the west and north property limits.  

Downstream tributary properties include 8019 SE 20th Street and 8030 SE 20th Street.  

Site flows discharge from these properties via sheet flow into adjacent properties located 

along their western and northern property limits and include 8024 SE 20th Street, 8004 SE 

20th Street, and parcel #012404TRCT (a private park).  From there, the drainage sheet 

flows through these properties into Lake Washington.  At this point, the downstream 

analysis was concluded. 

 

No significant drainage or erosion problems were observed along the downstream areas.  

No negative drainage effects will be created by this project to downstream properties 

based on these observations.  
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CHAPTER 4 PERMANENT STORMWATER CONTROL PLAN 

 

ON-SITE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT/ LID 

 

From Figures I-2.4.1 and I-2.4.2 of the 2014 SWMMWW, Minimum Requirements #1-

#10 are required for this project since the project has less than 35% existing hard surface 

coverage and because the project will result in greater than 5,000 square feet of new hard 

surface area coverage.   

 

Zoning: R-12 

Existing parcel area = 44,869 sf (per survey) 

 

Existing onsite hard surface area coverage summary: 

Ex. house rooftop = 2,756 sf 

Ex. shed rooftop = 102 sf 

Ex. driveway = 4,742 sf 

Total Ex. hard surface area coverage = 7,600 sf 

 

Existing hard surface area coverage = (7,600 / 44,869) x 100 = 16.9% 

 

Existing pervious surface area coverage = 44,869 – 7,600 = 37,269 sf (forest coverage) 

 

Proposed Lot 1 area = 12,382 sf 

Average Lot Slope = 35% 

Maximum hard surface coverage allowed = 30% of lot area = 3,714 sf 

 

Lot 1 new hard surface area coverage summary: 

New house rooftop = 2,100 sf 

New driveway = 1,358 sf 

New walk/patio/deck = 256 sf 

Total new onsite hard surface area for Lot 1 = 3,714 sf 

 

Proposed Lot 2 area = 32,487 sf 

Average Lot Slope = 35% 

Maximum hard surface coverage allowed = 30% of lot area = 9,746 sf 

 

Lot 2 new hard surface area coverage summary: 

New house rooftop = 5,208 sf 

New walk/patio/deck = 100 sf 

New driveway = 4,438 sf 

Total new hard surface area for Lot 2 = 9,746 sf 

 

New offsite driveway area = 1,632 sf 

 



Figure I-2.4.1 Flow Chart for Determining Requirements for New
Development

D E P A R T M E N T  O F

ECOLOGY

State of  Washington

Please see http://www.ecy.wa.gov/copyright.html for copyright notice including permissions,

limitation of liability, and disclaimer.

 

Figure I-2.4.1

Flow Chart for Determining Requirements for

New Development

Revised June 2015

Does the site have 35%

or more of existing

impervious coverage?

Does the project result in

5,000 square feet, or

greater, of new plus

replaced hard surface

area?

All Minimum Requirements

apply to the new and replaced

hard surfaces and converted

vegetation areas.

Does the project convert 

3

4

acres or more of vegetation to

lawn or landscaped areas, or

convert 2.5 acres or more of

native vegetation to pasture?

Minimum Requirements #1

through #5 apply to the new

and replaced hard surfaces

and the land disturbed.

See Redevelopment Minimum

Requirements and Flow Chart

(Figure I-2.4.2).

Does the project result in 2,000

square feet, or greater, of new plus

replaced hard surface area?

Does the project have land

disturbing activities of 7,000

square feet or greater?

Minimum Requirement #2

applies.

Start Here
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2014 Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington

Volume I - Chapter 2 - Page 37
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Figure I-2.5.1 Flow Chart for Determining LID MR #5 Requirements

D E P A R T M E N T  O F

ECOLOGY

State of  Washington

Please see http://www.ecy.wa.gov/copyright.html for copyright notice including permissions,

limitation of liability, and disclaimer.

 

Figure I-2.5.1

Flow Chart for Determining LID MR #5

Requirements

Revised June 2015

Does the project discharge to Flow Control Exempt Waters (per Minimum Requirement (MR) #7)?

No additional

requirements

Does the project

trigger only MRs #1 -

#5? (Per Figure 3.2 or

Figure 3.3 in Appendix

1 of the 2013-2018

WWA Phase II Permit

& Phase I Permit).

REQUIRED: Implement the following BMPs

where feasible:

 BMP T5.13: Post-Construction Soil Quality

and Depth

 BMP T5.10A, B, or C: Downspout Full

Infiltration, Downspout Dispersion

Systems, or Perforated Stub-out

Connections

 BMP T5.11 or T5.12: Concentrated Flow

Dispersion or Sheet Flow Dispersion

NOT REQUIRED: Achievement of the LID

Performance Standard. Applying the other

BMPs in List #1 or List #2.

Is the project inside the UGA?

Is the project on a parcel

of 5 acres or larger?

Did the project developer choose to meet

the LID Performance Standard?

REQUIRED: For each

surface, consider the

BMPs in the order

listed in List #1 for that

type of surface. Use

the first BMP that is

considered feasible.

NOT REQUIRED:

Achievement of the LID

Performance Standard.

Did the project developer

choose to meet the LID

Performance Standard?

REQUIRED: Meet the LID

Performance Standard through

the use of any BMP(s) in the

2014 SWMMWW except for

Rain Gardens (the use of

Bioretention is acceptable).

If the project can't meet the

LID Performance Standard, it

must seek and be granted an

exception/variance.

REQUIRED: Apply BMP T5.13

Post-Construction Soil Quality

and Depth.

NOT REQUIRED: Applying the

BMPs in List #1 or List #2.

REQUIRED: For each

surface, consider the BMPs

in the order listed in List #2

for that type of surface. Use

the first BMP that is

considered feasible.

NOT REQUIRED:

Achievement of the LID

Performance Standard.

REQUIRED: Meet the LID Performance

Standard through the use of any BMP(s) in

the 2014 SWMMWW except for Rain Gardens

(the use of bioretention is acceptable).

REQUIRED for Projects Triggering MR #1-9*:

Apply BMP T5.13 Post Construction Soil

Quality and Depth.

NOT REQUIRED: Applying the BMPs in List

#1 or List #2.

*Recommended by Ecology for projects triggering MRs #1 - #5.

Yes

No

No (the

project

triggered

only MR #2)

No (the project triggered

only MRs #1 - #9)

No

Yes

Yes

No Yes

No

Yes
Yes No

2014 Stormwater Management Manual for Western Washington

Volume I - Chapter 2 - Page 60

ddavis
Highlight
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According to Figure I-2.5.1 of the 2014 SWMMWW, the project is required to 

implement, where feasible, the following BMPs since discharge from the site is to Flow 

Control Exempt Waters (Lake Washington). 

• BMP T5.13: Post-Construction Soil Quality and Depth 

• BMP T5.10A, B, or C: Downspout Full Infiltration, Downspout Dispersion 

Systems, or Perforated Stub-out Connections 

• BMP T5.11 or T5.12: Concentrated Flow Dispersion or Sheet Flow Dispersion 

 

The project site is in an area where stormwater infiltration is not permitted, based on City 

of Mercer Island’s infiltration map.  Therefore, BMPs for infiltration will not be used for 

the project. 
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City of Mercer Island Infiltration Map 

 
 

Proposed lawn & landscaped Areas: 

Use BMP T5.13 Post construction Soil Quality and Depth. 

 

Rooftops: 

BMP T5.10A Downspout Full Infiltration Systems are infeasible for this project because 

the project is located in an area where infiltration is not permitted. 

 

BMP T5.10B Downspout Dispersion Systems are infeasible for this project because the 

project is located on a site which contains ground slopes in excess of 15% downstream of 

the locations where new homes will be constructed. 

 

BMP T5.10C Perforated Pipe Systems are infeasible for this project because the project is 

in an area where infiltration is not permitted. 

 

Rooftop downspouts will be connected to a PVC tightline drain system to convey 

stormwater runoff to an existing 8” storm pipe, which discharges to Lake Washington. 

 

Driveways: 

BMP T5.11 or T5.12 Concentrated Flow Dispersion or Sheet Flow Dispersion are 

infeasible for this project because the project is located on a site which contains ground 

slopes in excess of 15% downstream of the locations where new driveway will be 

constructed. 
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Catch Basins will be used to collect stormwater runoff from driveway areas which will be 

connected to a PVC tightline system to convey stormwater runoff to an existing 8” storm 

line, which discharges to Lake Washington. 
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FLOW CONTROL AND WATER QUALITY TREATMENT 

 

Because the project discharges directly to Lake Washington, a flow control facility is not 

required per Mercer Island Municipal Code 15.09.050.  The project will result in 6,487 sf 

of new plus replaced pollution-generating hard surface area.  Therefore, water quality 

treatment is required for the project.  Since the project drains directly to Lake 

Washington, which is listed in Table I-C.1 of the 2014 SWMMWW as a Basic Treatment 

Receiving Water body, basic treatment is required for new/replaced pollution-generating 

hard surfaces. 

 

Parcel area = 44,869 sf (1.03 ac) per survey 

 

New hard surface area coverage summary: 

House rooftop rooftop area = 7,308 sf (0.1678 acres) 

Walk/patio/deck area = 356 sf (0.0082 acres) 

New/replaced driveway area (offsite & onsite) = 7,428 sf (0.1705 acres) 

Total hard surface area = 15,092 sf (0.3465 acres) 

 

New pervious surface area = 9,500 sf (0.2181 acres) 

 

Total basin area = 24,592 sf (0.5646 acres) 

 

Onsite Water Quality Facility Design: 

Total new pollution-generating hard surface area = 7,428 sf (0.1705 acres) 

 

Use 2012 WWHM to determine flows for new pollution-generating hard surface areas. 

Time step = 15 minutes; Gage = Seatac; Scale factor = 1.0 
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Predeveloped Condition: 
Total basin area = 0.5646 acres. 
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Developed Condition: 
Total new pollution-generating hard surface area draining to the proposed water quality 

treatment facility = 0.1705 acres. 
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Qwq= 0.0323 cfs 

 
Water Quality Treatment System: 

Water quality treatment will be achieved with the use of a Modular Wetland Biofiltration 

System MWS Linear system (MWS #1) prior to discharge into Lake Washington.  Since 

the project will direct discharge into Lake Washington, only basic treatment is required. 

 

MWS sizing calculations (flow based): 

 

Using the Off-Line BMP Standard Flow Rate from WWHM2012 as water quality flow 

rate for MWS. 

Use Side by side units to provide off-line design: 

Water quality design flow rate Qwq = 0.0323 cfs * 449 gpm/cfs = 14.50 gpm 

Sizing Per December 2019 WSDOE General Use Level Designation (GULD) approval of 

MWS-Linear Modular Wetland unit for Basic, Enhanced, and Phosphorus Treatment.  

 

Ecology’s Decision: 

Required wetland cell surface area = Qwq /1 gpm/sf = 14.50 sf 

Use a MWS-L-4-4-V unit with a wetland cell surface area = 23 sf. > 14.50 sf, o.k. 

Water quality treatment capacity = 0.0520 cfs > 0.0323 cfs, o.k. 

 

MWS Pre-settling sizing calculations (flow based): 

 

A moderate pollutant loading rate is suggested for low to medium density residential 

basins.  Therefore, use 3.0 gpm/sf of cartridge surface area per August 2021 WSDOE 

General Use Level Designation (GULD) for the MWS-Linear Modular Wetland 

Stormwater Treatment System for Basic, Phosphorus, and Enhanced treatment. 

 

Water quality design flow rate Qwq = 0.0323 cfs * 449 gpm/cfs = 14.50 gpm 

Required pre-filter cartridge surface area = Qwq / 3.0 gpm/sf = 14.50 / 3.0 = 4.83 sf 

Each pre-filter cartridge provides over 25 sf of surface area.  Therefore, use 1 pre-filter 

cartridges for a total surface area of 25 sf > 4.83 sf, ok.  
  



WWHM2012

PROJECT REPORT
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General Model Information
Project Name: 2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment

Site Name: Phillips Short Plat

Site Address: 2003 82nd Ave SE

City: Mercer Island

Report Date: 9/22/2021

Gage: Seatac

Data Start: 1948/10/01

Data End: 2009/09/30

Timestep: 15 Minute

Precip Scale: 1.000

Version Date: 2017/04/14

Version: 4.2.13

POC Thresholds

Low  Flow Threshold for POC1: 50 Percent of the 2 Year

High Flow Threshold for POC1: 50 Year
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Landuse Basin Data
Predeveloped Land Use

Basin  1
Bypass: No

GroundWater: No

Pervious Land Use acre
 C, Forest, Mod      0.5646

 Pervious Total 0.5646

Impervious Land Use acre

 Impervious Total 0

 Basin Total 0.5646

Element Flows To:
Surface Interflow Groundwater
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Mitigated Land Use

Basin  1
Bypass: No

GroundWater: No

Pervious Land Use acre
 C, Pasture, Mod     0.2181

 Pervious Total 0.2181

Impervious Land Use acre
 ROOF TOPS FLAT     0.1678
 DRIVEWAYS MOD      0.1705
 SIDEWALKS FLAT     0.0082

 Impervious Total 0.3465

 Basin Total 0.5646

Element Flows To:
Surface Interflow Groundwater
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Routing Elements
Predeveloped Routing
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Mitigated Routing
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Analysis Results
POC 1

+ Predeveloped x Mitigated

Predeveloped Landuse Totals for POC #1
Total Pervious Area: 0.5646
Total Impervious Area: 0

Mitigated Landuse Totals for POC #1
Total Pervious Area: 0.2181
Total Impervious Area: 0.3465

Flow Frequency Method: Log Pearson Type III 17B

Flow Frequency Return Periods for Predeveloped.  POC #1
Return Period Flow(cfs)
2 year 0.016811
5 year 0.027546
10 year 0.034449
25 year 0.04266
50 year 0.048347
100 year 0.05366

Flow Frequency Return Periods for Mitigated.  POC #1
Return Period Flow(cfs)
2 year 0.146802
5 year 0.186951
10 year 0.214402
25 year 0.250186
50 year 0.277694
100 year 0.305966

Annual Peaks
Annual Peaks for Predeveloped and Mitigated.  POC #1
Year Predeveloped Mitigated
1949 0.019 0.196
1950 0.023 0.194
1951 0.037 0.121
1952 0.012 0.095
1953 0.009 0.111
1954 0.014 0.119
1955 0.023 0.136
1956 0.018 0.126
1957 0.015 0.148
1958 0.016 0.120
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1959 0.014 0.125
1960 0.025 0.134
1961 0.014 0.124
1962 0.009 0.107
1963 0.012 0.128
1964 0.017 0.122
1965 0.011 0.150
1966 0.011 0.103
1967 0.026 0.172
1968 0.015 0.210
1969 0.014 0.135
1970 0.011 0.137
1971 0.013 0.163
1972 0.028 0.164
1973 0.012 0.102
1974 0.014 0.151
1975 0.019 0.162
1976 0.014 0.123
1977 0.002 0.120
1978 0.012 0.163
1979 0.007 0.207
1980 0.033 0.223
1981 0.010 0.147
1982 0.021 0.209
1983 0.018 0.167
1984 0.011 0.105
1985 0.007 0.140
1986 0.029 0.127
1987 0.025 0.191
1988 0.010 0.117
1989 0.007 0.173
1990 0.061 0.283
1991 0.032 0.220
1992 0.013 0.107
1993 0.013 0.113
1994 0.004 0.106
1995 0.018 0.131
1996 0.043 0.166
1997 0.033 0.140
1998 0.008 0.137
1999 0.036 0.285
2000 0.013 0.142
2001 0.002 0.160
2002 0.015 0.177
2003 0.022 0.171
2004 0.024 0.279
2005 0.018 0.122
2006 0.020 0.112
2007 0.046 0.262
2008 0.056 0.209
2009 0.026 0.192

Ranked Annual Peaks
Ranked Annual Peaks for Predeveloped and Mitigated.  POC #1
Rank Predeveloped Mitigated
1 0.0609 0.2854
2 0.0561 0.2829
3 0.0460 0.2789
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4 0.0426 0.2623
5 0.0367 0.2228
6 0.0361 0.2197
7 0.0329 0.2099
8 0.0328 0.2092
9 0.0323 0.2089
10 0.0288 0.2074
11 0.0279 0.1960
12 0.0261 0.1939
13 0.0258 0.1924
14 0.0254 0.1913
15 0.0253 0.1767
16 0.0237 0.1733
17 0.0230 0.1719
18 0.0228 0.1710
19 0.0222 0.1667
20 0.0213 0.1656
21 0.0198 0.1638
22 0.0193 0.1633
23 0.0191 0.1627
24 0.0184 0.1617
25 0.0184 0.1603
26 0.0182 0.1513
27 0.0176 0.1496
28 0.0169 0.1482
29 0.0165 0.1472
30 0.0149 0.1416
31 0.0149 0.1404
32 0.0145 0.1396
33 0.0143 0.1374
34 0.0141 0.1366
35 0.0141 0.1365
36 0.0139 0.1351
37 0.0137 0.1336
38 0.0136 0.1312
39 0.0132 0.1281
40 0.0129 0.1268
41 0.0128 0.1256
42 0.0128 0.1252
43 0.0124 0.1239
44 0.0119 0.1229
45 0.0115 0.1217
46 0.0115 0.1216
47 0.0114 0.1211
48 0.0112 0.1204
49 0.0110 0.1199
50 0.0108 0.1194
51 0.0103 0.1170
52 0.0100 0.1127
53 0.0093 0.1120
54 0.0087 0.1114
55 0.0081 0.1073
56 0.0070 0.1068
57 0.0066 0.1060
58 0.0065 0.1047
59 0.0043 0.1034
60 0.0023 0.1015
61 0.0020 0.0952
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Duration Flows

Flow(cfs) Predev Mit Percentage Pass/Fail
0.0084 17077 104206 610 Fail
0.0088 15483 100228 647 Fail
0.0092 14067 96528 686 Fail
0.0096 12797 92999 726 Fail
0.0100 11591 89640 773 Fail
0.0104 10521 86389 821 Fail
0.0108 9578 83352 870 Fail
0.0112 8769 80443 917 Fail
0.0116 8040 77706 966 Fail
0.0120 7358 75096 1020 Fail
0.0124 6748 72551 1075 Fail
0.0128 6192 70091 1131 Fail
0.0132 5739 67717 1179 Fail
0.0137 5309 65450 1232 Fail
0.0141 4924 63311 1285 Fail
0.0145 4571 61258 1340 Fail
0.0149 4235 59226 1398 Fail
0.0153 3953 57322 1450 Fail
0.0157 3645 55483 1522 Fail
0.0161 3388 53729 1585 Fail
0.0165 3133 51953 1658 Fail
0.0169 2920 50285 1722 Fail
0.0173 2706 48745 1801 Fail
0.0177 2490 47248 1897 Fail
0.0181 2319 45708 1971 Fail
0.0185 2136 44339 2075 Fail
0.0189 1973 43056 2182 Fail
0.0193 1828 41623 2276 Fail
0.0197 1702 40296 2367 Fail
0.0201 1578 39035 2473 Fail
0.0205 1443 37901 2626 Fail
0.0209 1325 36789 2776 Fail
0.0213 1232 35719 2899 Fail
0.0217 1148 34671 3020 Fail
0.0221 1085 33623 3098 Fail
0.0225 1020 32682 3204 Fail
0.0229 948 31741 3348 Fail
0.0233 886 30778 3473 Fail
0.0237 825 29859 3619 Fail
0.0241 760 29025 3819 Fail
0.0245 725 28190 3888 Fail
0.0249 675 27378 4056 Fail
0.0254 623 26586 4267 Fail
0.0258 589 25816 4383 Fail
0.0262 549 25089 4569 Fail
0.0266 506 24383 4818 Fail
0.0270 469 23677 5048 Fail
0.0274 427 23036 5394 Fail
0.0278 388 22351 5760 Fail
0.0282 356 21752 6110 Fail
0.0286 328 21136 6443 Fail
0.0290 297 20561 6922 Fail
0.0294 270 20022 7415 Fail
0.0298 241 19440 8066 Fail
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0.0302 218 18888 8664 Fail
0.0306 198 18384 9284 Fail
0.0310 174 17894 10283 Fail
0.0314 152 17430 11467 Fail
0.0318 130 16955 13042 Fail
0.0322 119 16529 13889 Fail
0.0326 104 16091 15472 Fail
0.0330 95 15657 16481 Fail
0.0334 84 15237 18139 Fail
0.0338 74 14827 20036 Fail
0.0342 69 14446 20936 Fail
0.0346 61 14074 23072 Fail
0.0350 53 13708 25864 Fail
0.0354 46 13359 29041 Fail
0.0358 39 13034 33420 Fail
0.0362 29 12696 43779 Fail
0.0366 25 12410 49640 Fail
0.0371 22 12095 54977 Fail
0.0375 20 11802 59009 Fail
0.0379 17 11514 67729 Fail
0.0383 14 11212 80085 Fail
0.0387 12 10898 90816 Fail
0.0391 8 10624 132800 Fail
0.0395 7 10350 147857 Fail
0.0399 7 10115 144500 Fail
0.0403 7 9875 141071 Fail
0.0407 6 9638 160633 Fail
0.0411 6 9409 156816 Fail
0.0415 6 9206 153433 Fail
0.0419 6 8964 149400 Fail
0.0423 6 8772 146200 Fail
0.0427 5 8588 171760 Fail
0.0431 5 8363 167260 Fail
0.0435 5 8168 163360 Fail
0.0439 5 7963 159260 Fail
0.0443 5 7775 155500 Fail
0.0447 5 7578 151560 Fail
0.0451 5 7383 147660 Fail
0.0455 4 7208 180200 Fail
0.0459 4 7024 175600 Fail
0.0463 3 6853 228433 Fail
0.0467 3 6701 223366 Fail
0.0471 3 6560 218666 Fail
0.0475 3 6400 213333 Fail
0.0479 3 6271 209033 Fail
0.0483 3 6126 204200 Fail

The development has an increase in flow durations
from 1/2 Predeveloped 2 year flow to the 2 year flow
or more than a 10% increase from the 2 year to the 50
year flow.
The development has an increase in flow durations for
more than 50% of the flows for the range of the
duration analysis.
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Water Quality
Water Quality BMP Flow and Volume for POC #1
On-line facility volume: 0.0474 acre-feet
On-line facility target flow: 0.0579 cfs.
Adjusted for 15 min: 0.0579 cfs.
Off-line facility target flow: 0.0323 cfs.
Adjusted for 15 min: 0.0323 cfs.
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LID Report
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Model Default Modifications

Total of 0 changes have been made.

PERLND Changes
 No PERLND changes have been made.

IMPLND Changes
No IMPLND changes have been made.
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Appendix
Predeveloped Schematic
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Mitigated Schematic
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Predeveloped UCI File
RUN

GLOBAL
  WWHM4 model simulation
  START       1948 10 01        END    2009 09 30
  RUN INTERP OUTPUT LEVEL    3    0
  RESUME     0 RUN     1                   UNIT SYSTEM     1
END GLOBAL

FILES
<File>  <Un#>   <-----------File Name------------------------------>***
<-ID->                                                              ***
WDM        26   2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.wdm
MESSU      25   Pre2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.MES
           27   Pre2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.L61
           28   Pre2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.L62
           30   POC2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment1.dat
END FILES

OPN SEQUENCE
    INGRP              INDELT 00:15
      PERLND      11
      COPY       501
      DISPLY       1
    END INGRP
END OPN SEQUENCE
DISPLY
  DISPLY-INFO1
    # -  #<----------Title----------->***TRAN PIVL DIG1 FIL1  PYR DIG2 FIL2 YRND
    1        Basin  1                    MAX                    1    2   30    9
  END DISPLY-INFO1
END DISPLY
COPY
  TIMESERIES
    # -  #  NPT  NMN ***
    1         1    1
  501         1    1
  END TIMESERIES
END COPY
GENER 
  OPCODE
    #    # OPCD ***
  END OPCODE
  PARM
    #    #         K ***
  END PARM
END GENER
PERLND
  GEN-INFO
    <PLS ><-------Name------->NBLKS   Unit-systems   Printer ***
    # -  #                          User  t-series Engl Metr ***
                                           in  out           ***
   11     C, Forest, Mod          1    1    1    1   27    0
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section PWATER***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # ATMP SNOW PWAT  SED  PST  PWG PQAL MSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC ***
   11         0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <PLS > ***************** Print-flags ***************************** PIVL  PYR
    # -  # ATMP SNOW PWAT  SED  PST  PWG PQAL MSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC  *********
   11         0    0    4    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    9    
  END PRINT-INFO
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  PWAT-PARM1
    <PLS >  PWATER variable monthly parameter value flags  ***
    # -  # CSNO RTOP UZFG  VCS  VUZ  VNN VIFW VIRC  VLE INFC  HWT ***
   11         0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    
  END PWAT-PARM1

  PWAT-PARM2
    <PLS >      PWATER input info: Part 2         ***
    # -  # ***FOREST      LZSN    INFILT      LSUR     SLSUR     KVARY     AGWRC
   11              0       4.5      0.08       400       0.1       0.5     0.996
  END PWAT-PARM2

  PWAT-PARM3
    <PLS >      PWATER input info: Part 3         ***
    # -  # ***PETMAX    PETMIN    INFEXP    INFILD    DEEPFR    BASETP    AGWETP
   11              0         0         2         2         0         0         0
  END PWAT-PARM3
  PWAT-PARM4
    <PLS >     PWATER input info: Part 4                               ***
    # -  #     CEPSC      UZSN      NSUR     INTFW       IRC     LZETP ***
   11            0.2       0.5      0.35         6       0.5       0.7
  END PWAT-PARM4

  PWAT-STATE1
    <PLS > *** Initial conditions at start of simulation
              ran from 1990 to end of 1992 (pat 1-11-95) RUN 21 ***
    # -  # ***  CEPS      SURS       UZS      IFWS       LZS      AGWS      GWVS
   11              0         0         0         0       2.5         1         0
  END PWAT-STATE1

END PERLND

IMPLND
  GEN-INFO
    <PLS ><-------Name------->   Unit-systems   Printer ***
    # -  #                     User  t-series Engl Metr ***
                                      in  out           ***
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section IWATER***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # ATMP SNOW IWAT  SLD  IWG IQAL   ***
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <ILS > ******** Print-flags ******** PIVL  PYR
    # -  # ATMP SNOW IWAT  SLD  IWG IQAL    *********
  END PRINT-INFO

  IWAT-PARM1
    <PLS >  IWATER variable monthly parameter value flags  ***
    # -  # CSNO RTOP  VRS  VNN RTLI     ***
  END IWAT-PARM1

  IWAT-PARM2
    <PLS >      IWATER input info: Part 2         ***
    # -  # ***  LSUR     SLSUR      NSUR     RETSC    
  END IWAT-PARM2

  IWAT-PARM3
    <PLS >      IWATER input info: Part 3         ***
    # -  # ***PETMAX    PETMIN              
  END IWAT-PARM3

  IWAT-STATE1
    <PLS > *** Initial conditions at start of simulation
    # -  # ***  RETS      SURS  
  END IWAT-STATE1
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END IMPLND

SCHEMATIC
<-Source->                  <--Area-->     <-Target->   MBLK   ***
<Name>   #                  <-factor->     <Name>   #   Tbl#   ***
Basin  1***
PERLND  11                      0.5646     COPY   501     12
PERLND  11                      0.5646     COPY   501     13

******Routing******
END SCHEMATIC

NETWORK
<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
COPY   501 OUTPUT MEAN   1 1   48.4        DISPLY   1     INPUT  TIMSER 1

<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
END NETWORK

RCHRES
  GEN-INFO
    RCHRES       Name        Nexits   Unit Systems   Printer                 ***
    # -  #<------------------><---> User T-series  Engl Metr LKFG            ***
                                           in  out                           ***
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section RCHRES***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # HYFG ADFG CNFG HTFG SDFG GQFG OXFG NUFG PKFG PHFG ***
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <PLS > ***************** Print-flags ******************* PIVL  PYR
    # -  # HYDR ADCA CONS HEAT  SED  GQL OXRX NUTR PLNK PHCB PIVL  PYR  *********
  END PRINT-INFO

  HYDR-PARM1
    RCHRES  Flags for each HYDR Section                                      ***
    # -  #  VC A1 A2 A3  ODFVFG for each *** ODGTFG for each     FUNCT  for each
            FG FG FG FG  possible  exit  *** possible  exit      possible  exit
             *  *  *  *    *  *  *  *  *       *  *  *  *  *         ***
  END HYDR-PARM1

  HYDR-PARM2
    # -  #    FTABNO       LEN     DELTH     STCOR        KS      DB50       ***
  <------><--------><--------><--------><--------><--------><-------->       ***
  END HYDR-PARM2
  HYDR-INIT
    RCHRES  Initial conditions for each HYDR section                         ***
    # -  # ***   VOL     Initial  value  of COLIND     Initial  value  of OUTDGT
          *** ac-ft     for each possible exit        for each possible exit
  <------><-------->     <---><---><---><---><---> *** <---><---><---><---><--->
  END HYDR-INIT
END RCHRES

SPEC-ACTIONS
END SPEC-ACTIONS
FTABLES
END FTABLES

EXT SOURCES
<-Volume-> <Member> SsysSgap<--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   # <Name> # tem strg<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
WDM      2 PREC     ENGL    1              PERLND   1 999 EXTNL  PREC
WDM      2 PREC     ENGL    1              IMPLND   1 999 EXTNL  PREC
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WDM      1 EVAP     ENGL    0.76           PERLND   1 999 EXTNL  PETINP
WDM      1 EVAP     ENGL    0.76           IMPLND   1 999 EXTNL  PETINP

END EXT SOURCES

EXT TARGETS
<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Volume-> <Member> Tsys Tgap Amd ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   # <Name>    tem strg strg***
COPY   501 OUTPUT MEAN   1 1     48.4      WDM    501 FLOW     ENGL      REPL
END EXT TARGETS

MASS-LINK
<Volume>   <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->     <Target>       <-Grp> <-Member->***
<Name>            <Name> # #<-factor->     <Name>                <Name> # #***
  MASS-LINK       12
PERLND     PWATER SURO       0.083333      COPY           INPUT  MEAN
  END MASS-LINK   12

  MASS-LINK       13
PERLND     PWATER IFWO       0.083333      COPY           INPUT  MEAN
  END MASS-LINK   13

END MASS-LINK

END RUN
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Mitigated UCI File
RUN

GLOBAL
  WWHM4 model simulation
  START       1948 10 01        END    2009 09 30
  RUN INTERP OUTPUT LEVEL    3    0
  RESUME     0 RUN     1                   UNIT SYSTEM     1
END GLOBAL

FILES
<File>  <Un#>   <-----------File Name------------------------------>***
<-ID->                                                              ***
WDM        26   2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.wdm
MESSU      25   Mit2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.MES
           27   Mit2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.L61
           28   Mit2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment.L62
           30   POC2021-09-02 - Phillips Short Plat WQ Treatment1.dat
END FILES

OPN SEQUENCE
    INGRP              INDELT 00:15
      PERLND      14
      IMPLND       4
      IMPLND       6
      IMPLND       8
      COPY       501
      DISPLY       1
    END INGRP
END OPN SEQUENCE
DISPLY
  DISPLY-INFO1
    # -  #<----------Title----------->***TRAN PIVL DIG1 FIL1  PYR DIG2 FIL2 YRND
    1        Basin  1                    MAX                    1    2   30    9
  END DISPLY-INFO1
END DISPLY
COPY
  TIMESERIES
    # -  #  NPT  NMN ***
    1         1    1
  501         1    1
  END TIMESERIES
END COPY
GENER 
  OPCODE
    #    # OPCD ***
  END OPCODE
  PARM
    #    #         K ***
  END PARM
END GENER
PERLND
  GEN-INFO
    <PLS ><-------Name------->NBLKS   Unit-systems   Printer ***
    # -  #                          User  t-series Engl Metr ***
                                           in  out           ***
   14     C, Pasture, Mod         1    1    1    1   27    0
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section PWATER***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # ATMP SNOW PWAT  SED  PST  PWG PQAL MSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC ***
   14         0    0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <PLS > ***************** Print-flags ***************************** PIVL  PYR
    # -  # ATMP SNOW PWAT  SED  PST  PWG PQAL MSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC  *********
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   14         0    0    4    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1    9    
  END PRINT-INFO

  PWAT-PARM1
    <PLS >  PWATER variable monthly parameter value flags  ***
    # -  # CSNO RTOP UZFG  VCS  VUZ  VNN VIFW VIRC  VLE INFC  HWT ***
   14         0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    
  END PWAT-PARM1

  PWAT-PARM2
    <PLS >      PWATER input info: Part 2         ***
    # -  # ***FOREST      LZSN    INFILT      LSUR     SLSUR     KVARY     AGWRC
   14              0       4.5      0.06       400       0.1       0.5     0.996
  END PWAT-PARM2

  PWAT-PARM3
    <PLS >      PWATER input info: Part 3         ***
    # -  # ***PETMAX    PETMIN    INFEXP    INFILD    DEEPFR    BASETP    AGWETP
   14              0         0         2         2         0         0         0
  END PWAT-PARM3
  PWAT-PARM4
    <PLS >     PWATER input info: Part 4                               ***
    # -  #     CEPSC      UZSN      NSUR     INTFW       IRC     LZETP ***
   14           0.15       0.4       0.3         6       0.5       0.4
  END PWAT-PARM4

  PWAT-STATE1
    <PLS > *** Initial conditions at start of simulation
              ran from 1990 to end of 1992 (pat 1-11-95) RUN 21 ***
    # -  # ***  CEPS      SURS       UZS      IFWS       LZS      AGWS      GWVS
   14              0         0         0         0       2.5         1         0
  END PWAT-STATE1

END PERLND

IMPLND
  GEN-INFO
    <PLS ><-------Name------->   Unit-systems   Printer ***
    # -  #                     User  t-series Engl Metr ***
                                      in  out           ***
    4      ROOF TOPS/FLAT         1    1    1   27    0
    6      DRIVEWAYS/MOD          1    1    1   27    0
    8      SIDEWALKS/FLAT         1    1    1   27    0
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section IWATER***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # ATMP SNOW IWAT  SLD  IWG IQAL   ***
    4         0    0    1    0    0    0    
    6         0    0    1    0    0    0    
    8         0    0    1    0    0    0    
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <ILS > ******** Print-flags ******** PIVL  PYR
    # -  # ATMP SNOW IWAT  SLD  IWG IQAL    *********
    4         0    0    4    0    0    0    1    9    
    6         0    0    4    0    0    0    1    9    
    8         0    0    4    0    0    0    1    9    
  END PRINT-INFO

  IWAT-PARM1
    <PLS >  IWATER variable monthly parameter value flags  ***
    # -  # CSNO RTOP  VRS  VNN RTLI     ***
    4         0    0    0    0    0    
    6         0    0    0    0    0    
    8         0    0    0    0    0    
  END IWAT-PARM1
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  IWAT-PARM2
    <PLS >      IWATER input info: Part 2         ***
    # -  # ***  LSUR     SLSUR      NSUR     RETSC    
    4            400      0.01       0.1       0.1
    6            400      0.05       0.1      0.08
    8            400      0.01       0.1       0.1
  END IWAT-PARM2

  IWAT-PARM3
    <PLS >      IWATER input info: Part 3         ***
    # -  # ***PETMAX    PETMIN              
    4              0         0
    6              0         0
    8              0         0
  END IWAT-PARM3

  IWAT-STATE1
    <PLS > *** Initial conditions at start of simulation
    # -  # ***  RETS      SURS  
    4              0         0
    6              0         0
    8              0         0
  END IWAT-STATE1

END IMPLND

SCHEMATIC
<-Source->                  <--Area-->     <-Target->   MBLK   ***
<Name>   #                  <-factor->     <Name>   #   Tbl#   ***
Basin  1***
PERLND  14                      0.2181     COPY   501     12
PERLND  14                      0.2181     COPY   501     13
IMPLND   4                      0.1678     COPY   501     15
IMPLND   6                      0.1705     COPY   501     15
IMPLND   8                      0.0082     COPY   501     15

******Routing******
END SCHEMATIC

NETWORK
<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
COPY   501 OUTPUT MEAN   1 1   48.4        DISPLY   1     INPUT  TIMSER 1

<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
END NETWORK

RCHRES
  GEN-INFO
    RCHRES       Name        Nexits   Unit Systems   Printer                 ***
    # -  #<------------------><---> User T-series  Engl Metr LKFG            ***
                                           in  out                           ***
  END GEN-INFO
  *** Section RCHRES***

  ACTIVITY
    <PLS > ************* Active Sections *****************************
    # -  # HYFG ADFG CNFG HTFG SDFG GQFG OXFG NUFG PKFG PHFG ***
  END ACTIVITY

  PRINT-INFO
    <PLS > ***************** Print-flags ******************* PIVL  PYR
    # -  # HYDR ADCA CONS HEAT  SED  GQL OXRX NUTR PLNK PHCB PIVL  PYR  *********
  END PRINT-INFO

  HYDR-PARM1
    RCHRES  Flags for each HYDR Section                                      ***
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    # -  #  VC A1 A2 A3  ODFVFG for each *** ODGTFG for each     FUNCT  for each
            FG FG FG FG  possible  exit  *** possible  exit      possible  exit
             *  *  *  *    *  *  *  *  *       *  *  *  *  *         ***
  END HYDR-PARM1

  HYDR-PARM2
    # -  #    FTABNO       LEN     DELTH     STCOR        KS      DB50       ***
  <------><--------><--------><--------><--------><--------><-------->       ***
  END HYDR-PARM2
  HYDR-INIT
    RCHRES  Initial conditions for each HYDR section                         ***
    # -  # ***   VOL     Initial  value  of COLIND     Initial  value  of OUTDGT
          *** ac-ft     for each possible exit        for each possible exit
  <------><-------->     <---><---><---><---><---> *** <---><---><---><---><--->
  END HYDR-INIT
END RCHRES

SPEC-ACTIONS
END SPEC-ACTIONS
FTABLES
END FTABLES

EXT SOURCES
<-Volume-> <Member> SsysSgap<--Mult-->Tran <-Target vols> <-Grp> <-Member->  ***
<Name>   # <Name> # tem strg<-factor->strg <Name>   #   #        <Name> # #  ***
WDM      2 PREC     ENGL    1              PERLND   1 999 EXTNL  PREC
WDM      2 PREC     ENGL    1              IMPLND   1 999 EXTNL  PREC
WDM      1 EVAP     ENGL    0.76           PERLND   1 999 EXTNL  PETINP
WDM      1 EVAP     ENGL    0.76           IMPLND   1 999 EXTNL  PETINP

END EXT SOURCES

EXT TARGETS
<-Volume-> <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->Tran <-Volume-> <Member> Tsys Tgap Amd ***
<Name>   #        <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Name>   # <Name>    tem strg strg***
COPY     1 OUTPUT MEAN   1 1     48.4      WDM    701 FLOW     ENGL      REPL
COPY   501 OUTPUT MEAN   1 1     48.4      WDM    801 FLOW     ENGL      REPL
END EXT TARGETS

MASS-LINK
<Volume>   <-Grp> <-Member-><--Mult-->     <Target>       <-Grp> <-Member->***
<Name>            <Name> # #<-factor->     <Name>                <Name> # #***
  MASS-LINK       12
PERLND     PWATER SURO       0.083333      COPY           INPUT  MEAN
  END MASS-LINK   12

  MASS-LINK       13
PERLND     PWATER IFWO       0.083333      COPY           INPUT  MEAN
  END MASS-LINK   13

  MASS-LINK       15
IMPLND     IWATER SURO       0.083333      COPY           INPUT  MEAN
  END MASS-LINK   15

END MASS-LINK

END RUN
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Predeveloped HSPF Message File
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Mitigated HSPF Message File
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Disclaimer
Legal Notice
This program and accompanying documentation are provided 'as-is' without warranty of any kind.  The 
entire risk regarding the performance and results of this program is assumed by End User.   Clear 
Creek Solutions Inc. and the governmental licensee or sublicensees disclaim all warranties, either 
expressed or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of program and accompanying 
documentation.  In no event shall Clear Creek Solutions Inc. be liable for any damages whatsoever 
(including without limitation to damages for loss of business profits, loss of business information, 
business interruption, and the like) arising out of the use of, or inability to use this program even 
if Clear Creek Solutions Inc. or their authorized representatives have been advised of the 
possibility of such damages.  Software Copyright © by : Clear Creek Solutions, Inc. 2005-2021; All 
Rights Reserved.

Clear Creek Solutions, Inc.
6200 Capitol Blvd.  Ste F
Olympia, WA.  98501
Toll Free 1(866)943-0304
Local (360)943-0304

www.clearcreeksolutions.com

www.clearcreeksolutions.com
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Stormwater Conveyance System Analysis: 

Calculations must show the system is designed with sufficient capacity to convey and 
contain the 25-yr peak flow. 
 

 
 

Flow Frequency Developed mitigated (cfs) 

25 year 0.2502 

100 year 0.3060 

 

The drainage outfall pipe will convey the developed condition flow to Lake Washington 

and will 8” PVC storm pipe with minimum 1.00% slopes for storm lines.   

 

Calculate pipe capacity with Manning’s method: 

Assume pipe is flowing full 

Q = 1.49 * A * (Hydraulic Radius) ** (2/3) * slope ** (1/2) /n 

Full pipe capacity of 8” PVC (n = 0.012) at 1.00% minimum slope 

Qc25 = 1.31 cfs > 0.2502 cfs (25-yr), o.k. 

Qc100 = 1.31 cfs > 0.3060 cfs (100-yr), o.k. 

 

The capacity of the new 8” PVC outfall pipe is larger than the developed 25-year and 

100-year peak flows generated by the project. 
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION OF MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

 

“Stormwater management manual” means the 2012 Edition of the Stormwater 

Management Manual for Western Washington (DOE 2014 SWMMWW), as amended in 

December 2014, adopted by reference and prepared by Ecology. 

 

The Minimum Requirements are: 

 

1. Preparation of Stormwater Site Plans 

Stormwater Site Plan has been prepared per the DOE 2014 SWMMWW. 

 

2. Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention 

Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans, prepared per the DOE 2014 

SWMMWW, will be provided at the time of final short plat submittal. 

 

3. Source Control of Pollution 

Not applicable since Source Control is not required for single-family residential projects. 

 

4. Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems and Outfalls 

Onsite runoff and offsite runoff from the frontage improvement of the site will be routed 

to a basic water quality treatment facility and treated runoff will be discharged to Lake 

Washington via a PVC tightline.  See Chapter 4 of this report. 

 

5. On-site Stormwater Management/LID 

On-site stormwater management BMP/LID are not feasible due to ground slopes 

exceeding 15% and due to infiltration restrictions.  See Chapter 4 of this report. 

 

6. Runoff Treatment 

Surface water runoff from the site will be routed to a new onsite water quality treatment 

facility (modular wetland) for basic water quality treatment facility.  See Chapter 4 of this 

report. 

 

7. Flow Control 
On-site stormwater management BMP/LID is not required for this project.  Stormwater will be 

discharged directly into Lake Washington.  See Chapter 4 of this report. 

 

8. Wetlands Protection 

There are no wetlands or associated buffers on or adjacent to the project. 

 

9. Operation and Maintenance 

An Operation and Maintenance Manual will be provided at the time of final short plat 

submittal. 

 

10. Off-Site Analysis and Mitigation 

An off-site analysis has been performed with no significant drainage or erosion problems 

found.  See Chapter 3 of this report for Off-site Analysis and Mitigation. 
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          __________________________________ 

3213 Eastlake Avenue East, Suite B 

Seattle, WA 98102 

 Tel: (206) 262-0370 

 
Geotechnical & Earthquake 

Engineering Consultants 

 

March 4, 2019 

PanGEO Project No.  19-012 

 

 

Mr. Nick Phillips 

2003 – 82nd Avenue SE 

Mercer Island, Washington 98040 

Subject: Geotechnical Engineering Report 

 Proposed Residence 

 2003 – 82nd Avenue SE  

 Mercer Island, Washington 98040 

 

Dear Mr. Phillips: 

As requested, PanGEO has completed a geotechnical study for the proposed single-family residence 

at the above address.  In preparing this report, we performed a reconnaissance of the property, 

reviewed existing data, drilled three test borings at the site, and conducted engineering analyses.  

The results of our study and our design recommendations are presented in the attached report.   

In summary, the proposed house footprint is underlain by competent glacially consolidated soils at 

shallow depths. In our opinion, the proposed development is feasible from the geotechnical 

standpoint, and provided that the recommendations presented in this report are incorporated into the 

design and construction of the project, the proposed development will not adversely affect the 

project site or surrounding properties. The new structure may be supported by conventional footings.  

A soldier pile wall represents a feasible excavation support system to allow for the construction of 

the proposed house basement while maintaining stability of the site. 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service.  Should you have any questions, please do not 

hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jon C. Rehkopf, P.E. 

Senior Geotechnical Engineer 
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING REPORT 

PROPOSED RESIDENCE 

2003 – 82ND AVENUE SE 

MERCER ISLAND, WASHINGTON 

 

1.0 GENERAL 

PanGEO, Inc.  is pleased to present the following geotechnical engineering report to assist 

the project team with the design and construction of the proposed residence at 2003 82nd 

Avenue SE, in Mercer Island, Washington.  This study was prepared in general accordance 

with our mutually agreed scope of services outlined in our proposal dated January 8, 2019, 

which was approved on the same date.  Our scope of services included reviewing readily 

available geologic and geotechnical data, conducting a site reconnaissance, advancing 

three test borings at the site, conducting engineering analyses, and preparing the following 

geotechnical report. 

2.0 SITE AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The subject site is located at 2003 82nd Avenue SE in Mercer Island, Washington, as shown 

on Figure 1, Vicinity Map.  The site consists of an approximately 1 acre, irregularly shaped 

parcel that measures a maximum of about 600 feet in the north-south direction, and up to 

about 200 feet in the east-west direction.  The property includes about 50 feet of frontage 

along Lake Washington to the north.  The site is surrounded by single-family homes, and 

is situated immediately west of the intersection of 82nd Avenue SE and 81st Avenue SE. 

The site is currently occupied by a two-story single-family residence with daylight 

basement on the eastern portion of the site. The existing residence is accessed by a 

driveway from 82nd Avenue SE.  The remainder of the site is undeveloped, with the 

exception of a north-south trending gravel access road that runs the entire length of the 

property, and terminates at the shoreline of Lake Washington.   

The site is scarcely forested with mature native evergreen trees, and includes an understory 

of ferns, vines and other native plant species.   

The topography of the southern portion of the site slopes down from east to west at grades 

of approximately 40%, with some areas slightly steeper, and some areas flatter.  The 

northern, narrow extension of the property that extends to Lake Washington generally 

slopes down moderately to gently from the south to north. Based on our review of the 

topographic survey, prepared by Cascade Land Surveying, site grades along the eastern 
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property line are about 144 feet (NAVD88) and site grades along the western property line 

are as low as 62 feet. 

Plate 1 below depicts current site conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We understand that the proposed project includes the demolition of the existing structure 

and the construction of a three-level single-family residence, with the lower two levels 

daylighting to the west. The new house will be located within the approximately same 

footprint as the existing house, but will extend slightly further west. We understand the 

 

Plate 1.  Looking northeast, near south end of the site, at the general 

location of the current and proposed residence.  (01/04/2019) 
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basement floor elevation of the new house will be around 113.5 feet (NAVD), which is 

deeper than the existing basement floor elevation. We anticipate that the excavation 

necessary to construct the basement walls of the new house will extend up to about 20 feet 

below existing grades.  

A new driveway and auto court will also be constructed to access the new garage located 

at the south end of the house. The driveway may either originate from 81st Avenue SE, or 

may be accessed from the private asphalt drive south of the site. Retaining walls along the 

upslope and downslope side of the driveway and auto court will be needed to accommodate 

the change in grade.  

A 900 square-foot accessory structure is also proposed at the site, and will be located at the 

far north end of the property, near the shoreline of Lake Washington.   

Figure 2 depicts the approximate location of the proposed residence and accessory structure 

in relation to the property boundaries and existing site features.   

3.0 SUBSURFACE EXPLORATIONS 

3.1 CURRENT EXPLORATIONS 

A subsurface exploration program was completed on January 24, 2019.  The subsurface 

exploration program included three test borings (PG-1 through PG-3) that were advanced 

on the subject site.  The approximate test boring locations were measured from existing 

site features and are indicated on the attached Site and Exploration Plan (Figure 2).  Two 

borings (PG-1 and PG-2) were drilled to depths of about 11 to 14.5 feet below ground 

surface using a limited access, portable Acker drill rig.  A third boring (PG-3) was 

advanced to about 14 feet below ground surface using an RCT 60 small track mounted rig.  

The drill rigs were owned and operated by Boretec 1 Inc., of Bellevue, Washington. Drill 

rigs were equipped with a 5-inch outside diameter hollow stem auger, and soil samples 

were obtained from the borings at 2½ and 5-foot intervals in general accordance with 

Standard Penetration Test (SPT) sampling methods (ASTM test method D-1586) in which 

the samples are obtained using a 2-inch outside diameter split-spoon sampler.  The sampler 

was driven into the soil a distance of 18 inches using a 140-pound weight falling a distance 

of 30 inches.  The number of blows required for each 6-inch increment of sampler 

penetration was recorded.  The number of blows required to achieve the last 12 inches of 

sample penetration is defined as the SPT N-value.  The N-value provides an empirical 
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measure of the relative density of cohesionless soil, or the relative consistency of fine-

grained soils.  

A geologist from PanGEO was present during the field explorations to observe the test 

borings, obtain representative samples, and to describe and document the soils encountered 

in the explorations.   The completed borings were backfilled with bentonite chips. 

The soil samples retrieved from the borings were described using the system outlined on 

Figure A-1 of Appendix A, and the summary boring logs are included as Figures A-2 

through A-4. 

3.2 PREVIOUS EXPLORATIONS 

Boring PG-3[2015] was advanced by PanGEO on the adjacent property to the east for a 

different geotechnical study in 2015, but was utilized for this study to evaluate subsurface 

conditions in the area of the proposed accessory structure.  The approximate location of the 

previously advanced test boring is shown on the attached Figure 2. PG-3[2015] was 

advanced using a limited access, portable Acker drill rig owned and operated by CN 

Drilling, of Seattle, Washington.  Drill rig was equipped with a 5-inch outside diameter 

hollow stem auger, and soil samples were obtained from the boring at 2½ and 5-foot 

intervals in general accordance with Standard Penetration Test (SPT) sampling methods 

(ASTM test method D-1586). The soil samples retrieved from the boring was described 

using the system outlined on Figure A-1 of Appendix A, and the summary boring log for 

PG-3[2015] is included in Appendix B. 

4.0 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS 

4.1 SITE GEOLOGY  

According to the Geologic Map of Mercer Island, Washington (Troost and Wisher, 2006), 

the project site is underlain deposits sourced from Pre-Olympia aged glacial and non-

glacial deposits ranging from very dense coarse grain deposits consisting of sand and gravel 

to hard, fine grain deposits of silt and clay.  The map indicates that the underlying older 

deposits are capped by Vashon Glacial Till on the east side of 82nd Avenue SE.  Recent 

lake deposits are mapped along the shoreline of Lake Washington at the north portion of 

the site. Lastly, the map shows mass-wastage deposits directly west of the subject site, and 

on the lower slopes of the subject site.  
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The Pre-Olympia fine-grained glacial deposits (Qpogf) and Pre-Olympia fine-grained 

deposits (Qpof) mapped at the site are described by Troost and Wisher as hard, silt and clay 

with interbedded sands.   

4.2 SOIL CONDITIONS 

The subsurface explorations at the site generally encountered a sequence of topsoil or fill 

over native glacially consolidated fine-grained deposits.  The deposits encountered 

appeared to be consistent with the mapped geology described above. 

The soils encountered at each of the subsurface exploration locations are described in the 

boring logs presented in Appendix A and B of this report.  The attached Figure 3 presents 

a generalized subsurface profile across the site (Section A-A’) based on our interpretation 

of the subsurface conditions encountered in the explorations.   

A summary of the generalized soil units encountered in our test borings are presented 

below. 

Topsoil:  A thin surficial layer of topsoil or forest duff was encountered in borings 

PG-1 and PG-2. The organic rich soil unit was generally less than 12 inches thick, 

and consisted of loose silty sand with scattered to prevalent organics and rootlets.  

Fill:  Approximately seven feet of loose to medium dense, silty sand with trace 

gravel and rootlets was observed in boring PG-3, which was advanced in the 

driveway behind the basement wall of the existing house. We interpreted this soil 

to be backfill placed during original construction of the house. Fill soils were not 

encountered in PG-1 or PG-2.  In boring PG-3[2015], which was advanced near the 

proposed accessory structure, about 3 to 4 feet of medium dense silty sand and stiff 

sandy silt was encountered below the ground surface, that was interpreted to be fill.    

Pre-Olympia Fine-Grained Glacial Deposits (Qpogf):  Underlying the topsoil and 

fill, all test borings advanced at the site the site generally encountered medium 

dense to very dense and medium stiff to hard interbedded silty fine sand, sandy silt, 

and silty clay with some gravel, that we interpreted to be the mapped Pre-Olympia 

Fine-Grained Glacial Deposits (Qpogf). This unit was encountered to the termination 

depth of about 14½ feet, 14 feet, and 19 feet in borings PG-1, PG-3 and PG-3[2015] 

respectfully. In boring PG-3, refusal was reached in this unit on a large cobble or 

boulder. In boring PG-2, this unit terminated about 9 feet below the ground surface. 
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Pre-Olympia Fine-Grained Deposits (Qpof):   Underlying the glacial deposits in 

boring PG-2, a hard, blue-grey sandy silt with trace gravel was encountered.  This 

unit was interpreted to be Pre-Olympia Fine-Grained Deposits (Qpof). PG-2 

terminated in this unit at a depth of 11 feet. 

4.3 GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 

At the time of our subsurface investigations (January 2019 and July 2015), groundwater 

was not encountered in test borings PG-1 through PG-3 and PG-3[2015].  Based on the 

observed soil conditions, we anticipate that groundwater may become perched within the 

fill soils on top of the underlying very dense or hard native deposits during certain times 

of the year.  It should be noted that groundwater elevations and seepage rates are likely to 

vary depending on the season, local subsurface conditions, and other factors.  Generally, 

the water level is higher and seepage rates are greater in the wetter, winter months (typically 

October through May). 

5.0 GEOLOGIC HAZARDS ASSESSMENT 

5.1 POTENTIAL LANDSLIDE HAZARDS 

The subject site is mapped within a potential landslide hazard area according to the City of 

Mercer Island’s Geologic Hazards Map.  The map indicates that slopes of 15% or more 

and slopes between 40-79% are present at the site.  The map also indicates that mass 

wasting deposits exist over the lower western slopes of the site, and a landslide scarp is 

mapped along the eastern property line of the subject site. According to the map, a 

previously documented landslide is located several parcels to the north of the subject site. 

Site Reconnaissance: A site reconnaissance was conducted on January 24, 2019.  As part 

of our site reconnaissance we traversed the slope to look for evidence of past or on-going 

slope instability, including the mapped scarp on the site, and mass wasting deposits.  

During our site reconnaissance we did not observe evidence of past instability in the project 

area, such hummocky terrain, obvious slide scarps, uneven topography, or tension cracks. 

Along the top of the slope, where the geologic hazard map indicated the presence of a 

scarp, we did not observe evidence of a scarp, but did observe a slightly over-steepened  

slope which we infer was created by filling for the 81st Avenue SE roadway alignment 

above. No evidence of mass wasting deposits were noted in the immediate vicinity of the 

proposed developed area, nor were mass wasting deposits encountered in our test borings. 
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We observed the mature trees on the site to have generally straight trunks, and no evidence 

of significant soil creep was observed.  The slopes below the existing residence were 

uniform in nature, and appeared to slope at an angle of about 2H:1V to 2.5H:1V, which is 

consistent with our review of the topographic survey. Plates 2 and 3 below depict slope 

conditions downslope of the existing and proposed developed area. 

  

Plate 2.  Looking southeast at slope 

below existing/proposed residence. 

Plate 3.  Looking south along west side of 

house at slope below existing residence. 

During our site reconnaissance we also observed the condition of the existing residence, to 

look for signs of settlement and distress, which may indicate slope movement. No 

significant foundation cracks, evidence of tilting, or displacement was noted in the exposed 

portion of the existing house foundation. 

Conclusions: Based on our reconnaissance and our understanding of subsurface conditions 

at the site, in our opinion a large, deep-seated type of slope failure is unlikely on the subject 

property.  In our opinion, small, shallow surficial slides are the likely type of failure that 

could occur on the steepest portions of the site. However, due to the limited amount of 

surficial loose soils encountered in our test borings, the lack of observed evidence of recent 

shallow slides, and the relatively thick vegetation cover which protects the surface of the 

slope from erosion, in our opinion the potential for a shallow slides at the site is relatively 

low.  

It is our opinion that the proposed development as currently planned is feasible from a 

geotechnical engineering standpoint, and in our opinion will not adversely affect the overall 

stability of the site or adjacent properties, provided the recommendations outlined herein 

are followed and the proposed development is properly design and constructed.  Our 
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recommendations include the use of a soldier pile wall shoring wall to provide temporary 

support for the proposed basement excavation, and adequate embedment of the house 

foundation below surficial soils that may be prone to downslope movement. 

5.2 SEISMIC HAZARDS 

Based on our review of the City of Mercer Island’s Geologic Hazards Maps, the project 

site is mapped in a seismic hazard area.  The City of Mercer Island Code defines seismic 

hazard areas as those areas subject to risk of damage as a result of earthquake-induced 

ground shaking, slope failure, soil liquefaction or surface faulting. 

Based on the very stiff to hard glacial soils underlying the proposed building sites, as well 

as the lack of groundwater, in our opinion, the potential for soil liquefaction during an IBC-

code level earthquake is considered minimal, and special design considerations associated 

with soil liquefaction are not required. 

It is also our opinion that the potential for significant seismic-induced land sliding is 

relatively low at the site due to the dense and hard glacial soils underlying the slope, and 

lack of steep slopes greater than 2H:1V.  Shallow slides within over-steepened portions of 

the slope could have the potential to be triggered by a seismic event. However, provided 

the design of the new development considers the potential of shallow slides triggered by a 

seismic event, such as adequate foundation embedment, in our opinion the potential 

shallow slides will not negatively impact the proposed development.  It may also be noted 

that the site retaining walls will be designed to consider the seismic loading.   

5.3 EROSION HAZARDS 

The subject site is mapped within a potential erosion hazard area according to the City of 

Mercer Island’s Geologic Hazards Map.  Based on soil conditions encountered in the 

borings, the near-surface site soils are likely to exhibit moderate to low erosion potential.  

In our opinion, the erosion hazards at the site can be effectively mitigated with the best 

management practice during construction and with properly designed and implemented 

landscaping for permanent erosion control.  During construction, the temporary erosion 

hazard can be effectively managed with an appropriate erosion and sediment control plan, 

including but not limited to installing silt fencing at the construction perimeter, limiting 

removal of vegetation to the construction area, placing gravel or hay bales at the 

disturbed/traffic areas, covering stockpile soil or cut slopes with plastic sheets, constructing 
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a temporary drainage pond to control surface runoff and sediment trap, and placing quarry 

spalls at the construction entrance.  

Permanent erosion control measures should include establishing vegetation, landscape 

plants, and hardscape established at the end of project, and reducing surface runoff to the 

minimum extent possible. 

6.0 GEOTECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 SEISMIC DESIGN PARAMETERS 

The 2015 International Building Code (IBC) seismic design section provides a basis for 

seismic design of structures.  Table 1 below provides seismic design parameters for the site 

that are in conformance with the 2015 IBC, which specifies a design earthquake having a 

2% probability of occurrence in 50 years (return interval of 2,475 years), and the 2008 

USGS seismic hazard maps. The spectral response accelerations were obtained from the 

SEAOC/OSHPD website http://seismicmaps.org for the project address. 

Table 1 – Seismic Design Parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liquefaction Potential:  Liquefaction is a process that can occur when soils lose shear 

strength for short periods of time during a seismic event.  Ground shaking of sufficient 

strength and duration results in the loss of grain-to-grain contact and an increase in pore 

water pressure, causing the soil to behave as a fluid.  Soils with a potential for liquefaction 

are typically cohesionless, predominately silt and sand sized, loose to medium dense, and 

must be saturated.  Because the proposed building sites are not underlain by saturated silt 

or loose to medium dense sand, but instead generally very stiff to hard silt, in our opinion 

the liquefaction potential below the proposed structures is low, and design considerations 

related to soil liquefaction are not necessary for this project. 

Site 

Class 

Spectral 

Acceleration 

at 0.2 sec.  

[g] 

SS 

Spectral 

Acceleration 

at 1.0 sec.  

[g] 

S1 

Site 

Coefficients 

Design Spectral 

Response 

Parameters 

Fa Fv SDS SD1 

D 1.36 0.523 1.0 1.5 0.906 0.523 
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6.2 SPREAD FOOTINGS 

Based on our understanding of the subsurface conditions at the site, in our opinion the 

proposed residence may be supported by conventional spread and strip footings.  Footings 

should be founded on the medium dense to dense sandy soils or very stiff to hard sandy silt 

anticipated to be present at the proposed foundation elevation.    

6.2.1 Foundation Embedment 

Due to the sloping site grades, we recommend that the portion of the foundation along the 

downslope side of the structure have a minimum embedment of four feet below the existing 

ground surface.  

6.2.2 Allowable Bearing Pressure 

We recommend a maximum allowable soil bearing pressure of 3,000 pounds per square 

foot (psf) be used to size the footings for the main house. For the foundation design of the 

accessory structure, we recommend using a maximum allowable soil bearing pressure of 

2,000 psf to size the footings, as we anticipate the footings for this structure will bear on 

stiff sandy silt and silty sand.  The recommended allowable bearing pressure is for dead 

plus live loads.  For allowable stress design, the recommended bearing pressure may be 

increased by one-third for transient loading, such as wind or seismic forces.  Continuous 

and individual spread footings should have minimum widths of 18 and 24 inches, 

respectively. 

Total and differential settlements are anticipated to be within tolerable limits for footings 

designed and constructed as discussed above.  Footing settlement under static loading 

conditions is estimated to be less than about ¾-inch.  We anticipate differential settlement 

across the footprint of the structure should be less than about ½-inch.  Most settlement will 

occur during construction as loads are applied.   

6.2.3 Lateral Resistance  

Lateral loads on the structure may be resisted by passive earth pressure developed against 

the embedded portion of the foundation system and by frictional resistance between the 

bottom of the foundation and the supporting subgrade soils.  Footings bearing on the stiff 

to hard sandy silt may be designed using a frictional coefficient of 0.3 to evaluate sliding 

resistance developed between the concrete and the subgrade soil.  Passive soil resistance 
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may be calculated using an equivalent fluid weight of 300 pcf, assuming foundations are 

backfilled with structural fill.  The above values include a factor of safety of 1.5.  Unless 

covered by pavements or slabs, the passive resistance in the upper 12 inches of soil should 

be neglected. 

6.2.4 Perimeter Footing Drains  

Footing drains should be installed around the perimeter of the structures, at or just below 

the invert of the footings.  Under no circumstances should roof downspout drain lines be 

connected to the footing drain systems.  Roof downspouts must be separately tightlined to 

appropriate discharge locations, and must not be allowed to discharge onto slopes.  

Cleanouts should be installed at strategic locations to allow for periodic maintenance of the 

footing drain and downspout tightline systems. 

6.2.5 Footing Subgrade Preparation  

Footing subgrades should be in a firm and stable condition prior to setting forms and 

placing reinforcing steel.  Any loose or softened soil should be removed from the footing 

excavations.  The adequacy of the footing subgrade soils should be verified by a 

representative of PanGEO, prior to placing forms or rebar.   

If loose or disturbed soil is encountered at the footing elevation, the footing may be lowered 

to bear on the undisturbed soils, or the unsuitable soils should be removed and replaced 

with properly compacted structural fill, or lean-mix concrete. 

6.3 FLOORS SLABS 

We anticipate that competent, native soils will be encountered at the slab level.  Structural 

fill placed below the slab should be properly compacted in accordance with the structural 

fill recommendations presented in this report.  The exposed subgrade should be compacted 

to a firm condition prior to placing the backfill or capillary break layer. Conventional slab 

on grade construction may be used for the floor slabs in the house and accessory structure.   

The floor slab design may be accomplished using a modulus of subgrade reaction of 125 

pci.   

Interior concrete slab-on-grade floors should be underlain by a capillary break consisting 

of at least of 4 inches of pea gravel or compacted 5/8-inch, clean crushed rock (less than 3 
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percent fines).  The capillary break material should meet the gradational requirements 

provided in Table 2, below. 

Table 2 – Capillary Break Gradation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The capillary break should be placed on the subgrade that has been compacted to a dense 

and unyielding condition. 

We recommend that a 10-mil polyethylene vapor barrier should also be placed directly 

below the slab.  Construction joints should be incorporated into the floor slab to control 

cracking. 

6.4 BASEMENT WALL DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Below-grade walls should be properly designed to resist the lateral earth pressures exerted 

by the soils behind the wall.  Proper drainage provisions should also be provided behind 

the walls to intercept and remove groundwater from behind the wall.  Our geotechnical 

recommendations for the design and construction of the below-grade walls are presented 

below.   

6.4.1 Lateral Earth Pressures 

We anticipate that a temporary soldier pile wall will be used for shoring around the majority 

of the basement perimeter.  The below grade portions of basement walls cast against the 

shoring walls may be designed for an earth pressure based upon an equivalent fluid weight 

of 35 pcf, assuming a level backslope.  For a basement wall that is constructed in an open 

cut and then backfilled, the wall may be designed for an earth pressure based upon an 

equivalent fluid weight of 35pcf for a wall that is allowed to yield, and 50 pcf for a wall 

that is restrained (assuming level backslope).  The recommended lateral pressures assume 

Sieve Size Percent Passing 

¾-inch 100 

No.  4 0 – 10 

No.  100 0 – 5 

No.  200 0 – 3 
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that the backfill behind the wall consists of a free draining and properly compacted fill with 

adequate drainage provisions.   

A uniform pressure of 8H psf should be added to all basement walls to reflect the increase 

loading for seismic conditions, where H corresponds to the buried depth of the wall.   

If surcharge loads or building foundations will be located within a horizontal distance equal 

to the height of the backfilled wall, lateral earth pressures will need to be increased based 

upon the type and magnitude of surcharge.   

6.4.2 Lateral Resistance 

Lateral forces from wind or seismic loading may be resisted by the combination of passive 

earth pressures acting against the embedded portions of the foundations and by friction 

acting on the base of the foundations.  Passive resistance values may be determined using 

an equivalent fluid weight of 300 pounds per cubic foot (pcf).  This value includes a factor 

of safety of at least 1.5 assuming that a properly compacted structural fill will be placed 

adjacent to the sides of the footings.  A coefficient friction of 0.30 may be used to determine 

the frictional resistance at the base of the footings.  This coefficient includes a factor of 

safety of approximate 1.5. 

6.4.3 Wall Backfill 

Based on the results of our test borings, the on-site soils consist of sandy silt and silty sand. 

The silty soils would not be suitable to be re-used as wall backfill.  For budgeting purpose, 

we recommend that wall backfill consist of imported free draining granular soils such as 

Seattle Mineral Aggregate Type 17 or Gravel Borrow as defined in Section 9-03.14(1) of 

the WSDOT Standard Specifications for Road, Bridge, and Municipal Construction 

(WSDOT, 2016). In areas where the space is limited between the wall and the face of 

excavation, clean crushed 5/8-inch rock may be used as backfill without compaction.   

Wall backfill should be moisture conditioned to within about 3 percent of optimum 

moisture content, placed in loose, horizontal lifts less than 8 inches in thickness, and 

systematically compacted to a dense and relatively unyielding condition and to at least 95 

percent of the maximum dry density, as determined using test method ASTM D 1557.  

Within 5 feet of the wall, the backfill should be compacted to 90 percent of the maximum 

dry density. 
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6.4.4 Wall Drainage & Damp Proofing 

Provisions for permanent control of subsurface water should be incorporated into the 

design and construction of the below-grade walls.  As a minimum, 4-inch diameter 

perforated drainpipes should be installed behind and at the base of the wall footings, 

embedded in 12 to 18 inches of pea or washed gravel.  The gravel should be wrapped in a 

geotextile filter fabric to prevent the migration of fines into the drain system.  The drainpipe 

should be graded to direct water to a suitable outlet.   

Where the below-grade wall will be constructed against a soldier pile wall, we recommend 

that prefabricated drainage mats, such as Mirafi 6000 or equivalent, be installed behind the 

walls (full face coverage) and the collected water should be directed through weep holes 

inside the building beneath the floor slab and tight-lined to an appropriate outlet. 

Please note that waterproofing considerations are beyond our scope of work.  We 

recommend that a building envelope specialist be consulted to determine appropriate 

damp-proofing or water-proofing measures.   

6.5 TEMPORARY & PERMANENT SOLDIER PILE WALLS 

We anticipate that a temporary shoring wall will be needed along the upslope side of the 

new house to allow construction of the deep daylight basement. In our opinion a soldier 

pile wall represents a feasible temporary shoring system to maintain stability of the 

excavation, and protect adjacent properties. We anticipate that the temporary shoring wall 

may need to be about 20 feet tall. 

In addition, we anticipate that a permanent soldier pile wall would be a feasible wall type 

for site walls along the proposed driveway, and above or below the proposed auto court. 

We offer the following geotechnical design recommendations for the proposed temporary 

and potentially permanent soldier pile walls utilized for this project.   

6.5.1 Soldier Pile Wall 

A soldier pile wall consists of vertical steel beams, typically spaced from 6 to 8 feet apart 

along the proposed wall alignment, spanned by timber lagging.  Prior to the start of 

excavation, the steel beams are installed into holes drilled to a design depth and then 

backfilled with lean mix or structural concrete. As the excavation proceeds downward and 

the steel piles are subsequently exposed, timber lagging is installed between the piles to 
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further stabilize the walls of the excavation.  For a permanent wall, a variety of facing 

schemes, including cast-in-place concrete, can be applied to the face of the wall to give the 

wall a desired aesthetic appearance.   

Due to the height of the proposed walls, one level of tie-backs will most likely be required 

to maintain stability of the soldier pile walls.  In general, tiebacks are typically used for 

wall heights greater than about 12 to 15 feet to achieve a more economical design. To 

reduce the wall height of temporary walls, it may be possible to incorporate a temporary 

cut slope above the wall. 

Design Lateral Pressures – For a cantilevered soldier pile wall or a soldier pile wall with 

one level of tiebacks, the earth pressures depicted on Figure 4 should be used for design of 

wall. Above the bottom of excavation, the recommended active earth, surcharge and 

seismic pressures should be applied over the full width of pile spacing.  Below the bottom 

of excavation, the active and surcharge pressures should be applied over one pile diameter, 

and the passive resistance should be applied over two times the pile diameter.  

Vertical Capacity – We recommend the vertical capacity of the soldier piles be determined 

using an allowable skin friction value of 500 psf for the portion of the pile below the bottom 

of the excavation, and an allowable end bearing value of 20 ksf. 

Groundwater Seepage and Caving Soil Conditions - The drilling of soldier piles behind the 

existing basement wall may encounter fill soils that have the potential to cave.  As a result, 

the drilling contractor should be prepared to use temporary casings to stabilize the drill 

holes, if needed.  Significant groundwater is not anticipated within the depth of the soldier 

piles, but if groundwater seepage is encountered, we recommend that the lean concrete or 

structural concrete backfill be placed with tremie pipes if more than one foot of water is 

present at the bottom of the holes at the time of concrete placement.   

6.5.2 Tiebacks 

If tiebacks will extend beyond the property boundaries, temporary or permanent easements 

will be needed from the neighboring property owners.  

Tieback Location – Because excessive pile top deflections can occur before the first row 

of tiebacks is installed, it may be necessary to limit the first row of tiebacks to no more 

than 6 to 8 feet below the pile top unless steel beams of sufficient size will be used to limit 

the magnitude of the cantilever deflection. 
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Corrosion Protection – For permanent walls with tiebacks, the tiebacks are an integral 

component of wall support, and therefore tiebacks with double corrosion protection should 

be utilized. For temporary shoring walls that utilize tiebacks, the tiebacks do not need 

corrosion protection. 

No-Load Zone - Tieback bond length should be located behind a no-load zone as indicated 

in Figure 4.  The tiebacks should have a minimum bond length of 15 feet beyond the no-

load zone in the load zone. 

Assumed Capacity – The manner in which the tieback anchors carry load will depend on 

the type of anchor selected, the method of installation, and the soil conditions surrounding 

the anchor.  Accordingly, we recommend use of a performance specification requiring the 

tieback contractor to install anchors capable of satisfactorily achieving the design structural 

loads, with a pullout resistance factor of safety of 2.0.  For planning purposes, however, 

the anchors may be sized for an allowable skin friction value of 2.5 kips per lineal foot of 

anchor bond length, assuming that small diameter (about 6 inches) pressure-grouted 

tiebacks will be used.  Multiple post-grouting may be needed in order to achieve the design 

capacity, especially if initial pressure grouting is not utilized.  We recommend that the 

allowable tieback loads be limited to about 120 kips per anchor. Anchors should have a 

minimum bond length of 15 feet.   

The actual capacity of the anchors should be checked with 200 percent verification tests.  

At least two 200-percent tests should be performed prior to installing production anchors.  

All production anchors should be proof tested to 130% of the design load.  The anchor 

installations should be conducted in accordance with the latest edition of the Post 

Tensioning Institute (PTI) “Recommendations for Prestressed Rock and Soil Anchors”.  

Elements of the testing are as follows: 

Verification Tests (200% Tests) 

▪ Prior to installing production anchors, perform a minimum of two tests each on 

each anchor type, installation method and soil type with the tested anchors 

constructed to the same dimensions as production anchors. 

▪ Test locations to be determined in conjunction and approved by the geotechnical 

engineer. 
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▪ Test anchors, which will be loaded to 200% of the design load, may require 

additional prestressing steel (steel load not to exceed 80% of the ultimate tensile 

strength) or reinforcing of the soldier pile. 

▪ Load test anchors to 200% load in 25% load increments, holding each incremental 

load for at least 5 minutes and recording deflection of the anchor head at various 

times within each hold to the nearest 0.01inch. 

▪ At the 150% load, the holding period shall be at least 60 minutes. 

▪ A successful test shall provide a measured creep rate of 0.04 inches or less at the 

150% load between 1 and 10 minutes, and 0.08 inches or less between 6 and 60 

minutes and 24 and 240 minutes, and all time increments shall have a creep rate 

that is linear or decreasing with time.  The applied load must remain constant during 

all holding periods (i.e. no more than 5% variation from the specified load). 

Proof Tests (130% load tests on all production anchors) 

▪ Load test all production anchors to 130% of the design load in 25% load increments, 

holding each incremental load until a stable deflection is achieved (record 

deflection of the anchor head at various times within each hold to the nearest 

0.01inch).  At the 130% load, the holding period shall be at least 10 minutes 

▪ A successful test shall provide a measured creep rate of 0.04 inches or less at the 

130% load between 1 and 10 minutes with a creep rate that is linear or decreasing 

with time.  The applied load must remain constant during the holding period (i.e. 

no more than 5% variation from the 130% load).  Anchors failing this proof testing 

creep acceptance criteria may be held an additional 50 minutes for creep 

measurement.  Acceptable performance would equate to a creep of 0.08 inches or 

less between 5 and 50 minutes with a linear or decreasing creep rate. 

Verification tested anchors or extended creep proof tested anchors not meeting the 

acceptance criteria will require a redesign by the contractor to achieve the acceptance 

criteria. 

In the tieback construction, a bond breaker shall be constructed in the no load zone when 

the installation procedures use single stage grouting. 

Groundwater and Caving Soil Conditions – Although not anticipated, if layers of wet sand 

are encountered during drilling of the tiebacks, we recommend the use of temporary casing 
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during installation to keep the drilled holes open, and to minimize the risk of potential 

ground loss. 

Installation Considerations - The tiebacks for this project should be installed by 

experienced personnel. The use of compressed air to flush the drill cuttings must be 

properly controlled as the use of excessive amount of compressed air while drilling tiebacks 

could lead to reduction of soil strength and ground movements.  

Performance Monitoring – The retaining wall should be designed to limit lateral and 

vertical deflection to about 1 inch.  Ground settlements behind the wall are expected to be 

less than 1 inch. 

Because some ground deformations will likely occur due to the excavation (open cut or 

shored), we recommend that existing conditions on the adjacent private properties and 

public right-of-way be photo-documented prior to the start of the project. We also 

recommend that survey points be installed on every other soldier pile and on adjacent 

structures.  The survey points on the piles should be monitored at least weekly by the 

project surveyor until one week after the excavation has been completed to determine 

potential deformations. The monitoring program should include changes in both the 

horizontal (x and y directions) and vertical deformations to the nearest 0.01-foot, and the 

results be promptly submitted to PanGEO for review.  After the initial baseline readings, 

which should be taken prior to the start of pile installations, the monitoring points on the 

adjacent structures only need to be shot if excessive soldier pile deflections are noted. The 

results of the monitoring will allow the design team to confirm design parameters, and for 

the contractor to make adjustments if necessary. 

6.5.3 Lagging  

Lagging design recommendations for general conditions are presented on Figure 4. If the 

retaining wall will be a permanent structure, the lifespan of treated timber lagging should 

be considered in design. Typically, the useable life of timber lagging is on the order of 25 

years before repair and/or replacement is necessary.  To prolong the life of the lagging, 

other materials such as concrete (shotcrete) could be considered.   

6.5.4 Drainage  

Adequate drainage provisions should be incorporated into the design of the permanent 

soldier pile retaining walls. If concrete lagging or a concrete facing over timber lagging is 
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used, 3-inch diameter weep holes should be installed at the bottom of each soldier pile bay 

to allow drainage at the base of the wall. The discharged water from the weep holes, or 

seepage from the lagging, should be collected and discharged at an appropriate outlet, as 

allowing seepage to flow over the driveway could lead to slippery pavement conditions.  

6.6 SITE RETAINING WALLS 

We anticipate that retaining walls up to about 6 to 8 feet tall may be needed along the 

proposed driveway, and walls up to about 14 feet tall may be needed along the downslope 

side of the proposed auto court. In our opinion, a number of wall types would be feasible 

from the geotechnical perspective, including soldier pile walls, cast-in-place concrete 

cantilever walls, gravity walls, and MSE (Mechanically Stabilized Earth) walls. 

6.6.1 Geofoam for Wall Backfill 

Where large fills are needed behind the walls, such as in the auto court, lightweight fill, 

such as geofoam, maybe be utilized to backfill the upper portion of the wall to reduce the 

lateral earth pressure on the wall. If used, the geofoam should extend back from the wall a 

horizontal distance equal to the intersection with a 1H:1V projection from the bottom of 

the wall. Provided the geofoam is installed in this configuration, the effective height of the 

wall used to calculate the lateral earth pressure may be reduced by the thickness of the 

geofoam backfill. 

6.6.2 Soldier Pile Wall 

If soldier piles will be utilized along the upslope or downslope side of the driveway and 

auto court, the recommendations for permanent soldier pile walls presented above in 

Section 6.5.1 through Section 5.6.4 may be used. The advantage of a soldier pile wall is 

that temporary open cuts are not required, so earthwork (i.e. cuts and fills) is reduced. In 

addition, because soldier piles will likely be installed for the temporary shoring wall around 

the house, the installation equipment will already be on-site. 

6.6.3 Cast-in-Place Concrete Wall 

Cast-in-place cantilevered concrete walls may also be used along the driveway and auto 

court. If cast-in-place site walls are utilized, the same recommendations presented above 

in Section 6.2 and 6.4 above may be used for design. While cast-in-place walls are typically 
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less expensive than soldier pile walls, the cost-saving is often reduced when wall heights 

become increasingly tall, such as over 10 feet. Temporary cuts are also required to construct 

the walls, followed by placement and compaction of backfill, which increases earthwork 

costs and time.  

6.6.4 Gravity Wall 

The principal advantage of a gravity wall is the ease and speed of construction, and the 

typically low construction cost. In our opinion gravity walls would be feasible for this 

project in in areas where the maximum exposed wall height is less than about 6 feet tall. If 

a gravity wall will be used for this project, we recommend that either a concrete block wall 

or a rock-filled gabion wall be used.   

Precast concrete blocks of various sizes may be used for this project.  One commonly used 

product is Ultra Block (www.ultrablock.com), which has a typical dimension of 2½ feet 

by 2½ feet by 5 feet.  Blocks made of returned concrete, and have dimensions of 2 feet by 

2 feet by 6 feet (i.e.  ecology blocks) should not be used.  Concrete blocks can be made 

with various finishes or texture to provide the desired aesthetics.  All concrete block walls 

should be battered no steeper than 6V:1H.   

Gabion walls should be constructed in general accordance with WSDOT Standard Plan 

Sheet D-6, and Section 8-24.3(3) Gabion Cribbing of the 2016 WSDOT Standard 

Specifications.  Each gabion basket should be placed horizontally and with a minimum of 

6 inches of setback from the basket below, hence creating an average wall face inclination 

of no steeper than 6V:1H.  Dimensions of gabion baskets may vary depending on the 

suppliers.   

Minimum Width – In general, as a minimum, gabion basket walls and concrete block walls 

on this project should have a minimum base width equal to at last one-half the wall height.   

Minimum Embedment & Subgrade Improvement - Gravity walls should have a minimum 

of one foot of embedment along the upslope side of the driveway or auto court, and a 

minimum embedment of 4 feet below the ground surface along the downslope side of the 

driveway and auto court. 

All walls should be founded on competent native soils or properly compacted fill. If 

needed, a 6-inch layer of granular structural fill such as crushed rock may be placed as a 

leveling course before placing the base course of blocks or baskets. 

http://www.ultrablock.com/
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Geotechnical Design Parameters – We recommend that the following geotechnical 

parameters be used for design of gravity walls: 

Active earth pressure:  35 pcf 

Allowable Passive Pressure:  300 pcf 

Allowable Friction Coefficient: 0.30 

Allowable Bearing Capacity:  3000 psf 

 

Once the wall alignments and heights have been determined, PanGEO can provide 

appropriate block wall or gabion basket design configurations. 

Wall Backfill and Drainage Considerations - Where backfill is needed behind gravity 

walls, free draining granular material is recommended.  A drainage system should be 

provided behind the base of all walls to prevent buildup of hydrostatic pressures.  As a 

minimum, the drain should consist of 4-inch diameter perforated PVC pipe, encased in 

washed drain rock wrapped in filter fabric.  The footing drain should discharge to a storm 

drain or appropriate outlet.   

6.6.5 MSE Wall 

In areas where large amounts of fill will be needed, MSE walls may represent a feasible 

and cost-effective wall type.  An MSE wall consists of properly placed and compacted 

granular structure fill between layers of geosynthetic reinforcement (i.e. geogrid).  The 

reinforced fill creates a stable mass that resists the retained soil. As a rule of thumb, the 

geogrid reinforcements needs to typically extend behind the wall face a horizontal distance 

equal to about 70% to 80% of the wall height.  A variety of wall faces can be constructed 

along the face of the reinforced soils mass, such as small concrete blocks, pre-cast concrete 

panels, or wire baskets filled with rock. If an MSE walls is considered for this project, 

PanGEO will provide geotechnical design recommendations specific to the wall location 

and configuration. MSE wall systems are preoperatory, and therefore the walls are typically 

designed by the wall manufacture. However, PanGEO would review the final wall design, 

and verify global stability of the wall.  

6.7 ON-SITE INFILTRATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Based on our review of the City of Mercer Island Low Impact Development (LID) 

infiltration feasibility map, the project site is located in an area were infiltrating LID is not 

permitted. 
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7.0 CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 TEMPORARY UNSUPPORTED EXCAVATIONS  

Temporary excavations should be constructed in accordance with Part N of WAC 

(Washington Administrative Code) 296-155.  The contractor is responsible for maintaining 

safe excavation slopes and/or shoring.  It is our opinion temporary excavations at the site 

parallel to the overall slope angle may be cut at a maximum 1.5H:1V inclination, to remain 

stable, and reduce the potential of destabilizing the site.  Temporary excavations 

perpendicular to the overall slope angle (i.e.  excavations that will not be surcharged by a 

backslope), may be cut at a maximum of 1H:1V. 

Temporary excavations should be evaluated in the field during construction based on actual 

observed soil conditions.  If seepage is encountered, excavation slope inclinations may 

need to be reduced.  During wet weather, the cut slopes may need to be flattened to reduce 

potential erosion and should be covered with plastic sheeting. 

7.2 TEMPORARY EXCAVATION SHORING  

See Section 6.5 above for temporary soldier pile shoring wall recommendations.  

7.3 GROUNDWATER CONTROL  

Perched groundwater seepage may be encountered within the foundation excavations. 

Groundwater seepage, which is expected to be relatively minor, can likely be controlled by 

sloping the base of the excavation to a low point and removing the water using a sump and 

pump. 

7.4 MATERIAL REUSE 

The native soils underlying the site are moisture sensitive, and will become disturbed and 

soft when exposed to inclement weather conditions.  For planning purposes, we do not 

recommend reusing the native soils as structural fill.  If it is planned to use the native soil 

in non-structural areas, the excavated soil should be stockpiled and protected with plastic 

sheeting to prevent it from becoming saturated by precipitation or runoff.   

7.5 STRUCTURAL FILL AND COMPACTION 

During dry weather, some native soils that are compactable and non-organic may be 

suitable as non-structural fill, but in our opinion should not be utilized for structural fill. 
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The native soils contain a high percentage of fines and will degrade if exposed to excessive 

moisture, and compaction and grading will be difficult or impossible if the moisture content 

increases above the optimum condition.   

Imported fill should consist of well graded granular material having a maximum grain size 

of three inches and no more than 7 percent fines passing the US No.  200 sieve based on 

the minus 3/4-inch fraction. 

Structural fill should be placed in 6- to 12-inch thick loose lifts and compacted to at least 

95 percent maximum dry density, per ASTM D-1557 (Modified Proctor).  In non-structural 

areas, the recommended compaction level may be reduced to 90 percent.  Heavy 

compaction equipment should operate directly over utilities until a minimum of 2 feet of 

backfill has been placed. 

The procedure to achieve proper density of a compacted fill depends on the size and type 

of compaction equipment, the number of passes, thickness of the lifts being compacted, 

and certain soil properties.  If the excavation to be backfilled is constricted and limits the 

use of heavy equipment, smaller equipment can be used, but the lift thickness will need to 

be reduced to achieve the required relative compaction. 

Generally, loosely compacted soils are a result of poor construction technique or improper 

moisture content.  Soils with high fines contents are particularly susceptible to becoming 

too wet and coarse-grained materials easily become too dry, for proper compaction.  Silty 

or clayey soils with a moisture content too high for adequate compaction should be dried 

as necessary, or moisture conditioned by mixing with drier materials, or other methods. 

7.6 WET WEATHER CONSTRUCTION 

General recommendations relative to earthwork performed in wet weather or in wet 

conditions are presented below.  The following procedures are best management practices 

recommended for use in wet weather construction: 

• Earthwork should be performed in small areas to minimize subgrade exposure 

to wet weather.  Excavation or the removal of unsuitable soil should be followed 

promptly by the placement and compaction of clean structural fill.  The size and 

type of construction equipment used may have to be limited to prevent soil 

disturbance.   
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• During wet weather, the allowable fines content of the structural fill should be 

reduced to no more than 5 percent by weight based on the portion passing the 

0.75-inch sieve.  The fines should be non-plastic. 

• The ground surface within the construction area should be graded to promote 

run-off of surface water and to prevent the ponding of water. 

• Geotextile silt fences should be installed at strategic locations around the site to 

control erosion and the movement of soil. 

• Excavation slopes and soils stockpiled on site should be covered with plastic 

sheeting. 

7.7 EROSION CONSIDERATIONS 

Surface runoff can be controlled during construction by careful grading practices.  

Typically, this includes the construction of shallow, upgrade perimeter ditches or low 

earthen berms in conjunction with silt fences to collect runoff and prevent water from 

entering excavations or to prevent runoff from the construction area leaving the immediate 

work site.  Temporary erosion control may require the use of hay bales on the downhill 

side of the project to prevent water from leaving the site and potential storm water detention 

to trap sand and silt before the water is discharged to a suitable outlet.  All collected water 

should be directed under control to a positive and permanent discharge system.   

Permanent control of surface water should be incorporated in the final grading design.  

Adequate surface gradients and drainage systems should be incorporated into the design 

such that surface runoff is collected and directed away from the structure to a suitable 

outlet.  Potential issues associated with erosion may also be reduced by establishing 

vegetation within disturbed areas immediately following grading operations. 

8.0 STATEMENT OF RISK 

The site is mapped as a geologic hazard area by the City of Mercer Island, as documented 

above.  Per Mercer Island City Code, development within geologic hazard areas and critical 

slopes may occur if the geotechnical engineer provides a statement of risk with supporting 

documentation indicating that one of the following conditions can be met: 
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a. The geologic hazard area will be modified, or the development has been 

designed so that the risk to the lot and adjacent property is eliminated or 

mitigated such that the site is determined to be safe; or 

b. Development practices are proposed for the alteration that would render the 

development as safe as if it were not located in a geologic hazard area; or 

c. The alteration is so minor as not to pose a threat to the public health, safety, and 

welfare; or 

d. An evaluation of site-specific subsurface conditions demonstrates that the   

proposed development is not located in a geologic hazard area. 

It is our opinion that Criterion A and B can be met provided that the development is 

designed and constructed in accordance with the recommendations in this report.  The 

house design will utilize a soldier pile wall to support the temporary cuts into the slope for 

the proposed daylight basement.  Permanent walls will be utilized to support soils adjacent 

to the proposed auto court and driveway, and the walls will be designed to accommodate 

the code-level seismic loading. In addition, the proposed house foundation and walls will 

be designed with proper embedment such that they bear on the glacially consolidated native 

soils. Permanent erosion control measures, including landscape and hardscape 

installations, will effectively mitigate the risk of erosion to disturbed areas of the site in the 

long term.  As such, in our opinion, the development will not negatively affect the stability 

of the slope, or the surrounding properties.   

In addition, in our opinion Criterion B can be met through best management practices 

during construction, including the proper use of a silt fence, minimize earthwork activities 

during periods heavy precipitation, minimize exposed areas in the wet season, and other 

appropriate temporary erosion control measures.  Permanent erosion control measures, as 

described above, will effectively mitigate the risk of erosion in the long term. 

9.0 ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

To confirm that our recommendations are properly incorporated into the design and 

construction of the proposed structure, PanGEO should be retained to conduct a review of 

the final project plans and specifications, and to monitor the construction of geotechnical 

elements.  The City of Mercer Island, as part of the permitting process, may also require 
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geotechnical construction inspection services.  PanGEO can provide you a cost estimate 

for construction monitoring services at a later date. 

10.0 CLOSURE 

We have prepared this report for Mr. Nick Phillips and the project design team.  

Recommendations contained in this report are based on a site reconnaissance, a subsurface 

exploration program, review of pertinent subsurface information, and our understanding of 

the project.  The study was performed using a mutually agreed-upon scope of services. 

Variations in soil conditions may exist between the locations of the explorations and the 

actual conditions underlying the site.  The nature and extent of soil variations may not be 

evident until construction occurs.  If any soil conditions are encountered at the site that are 

different from those described in this report, we should be notified immediately to review 

the applicability of our recommendations.  Additionally, we should also be notified to 

review the applicability of our recommendations if there are any changes in the project 

scope. 

The scope of our work does not include services related to construction safety precautions.  

Our recommendations are not intended to direct the contractors’ methods, techniques, 

sequences or procedures, except as specifically described in our report for consideration in 

design.  Additionally, the scope of our services specifically excludes the assessment of 

environmental characteristics, particularly those involving hazardous substances.  We are 

not mold consultants nor are our recommendations to be interpreted as being preventative 

of mold development.  A mold specialist should be consulted for all mold-related issues. 

This report may be used only by the client and for the purposes stated, within a reasonable 

time from its issuance.  Land use, site conditions (both off and on-site), or other factors 

including advances in our understanding of applied science, may change over time and 

could materially affect our findings.  Therefore, this report should not be relied upon after 

24 months from its issuance.  PanGEO should be notified if the project is delayed by more 

than 24 months from the date of this report so that we may review the applicability of our 

conclusions considering the time lapse. 

It is the client’s responsibility to see that all parties to this project, including the designer, 

contractor, subcontractors, etc., are made aware of this report in its entirety.  The use of 

information contained in this report for bidding purposes should be done at the contractor’s 

option and risk.  Any party other than the client who wishes to use this report shall notify 
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PanGEO of such intended use and for permission to copy this report.  Based on the intended 

use of the report, PanGEO may require that additional work be performed and that an 

updated report be reissued.  Noncompliance with any of these requirements will release 

PanGEO from any liability resulting from the use this report. 

Within the limitation of scope, schedule and budget, PanGEO engages in the practice of 

geotechnical engineering and endeavors to perform its services in accordance with 

generally accepted professional principles and practices at the time the Report or its 

contents were prepared.  No warranty, express or implied, is made. 

We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you on this project.  Please feel free to 

contact our office with any questions you have regarding our study, this report, or any 

geotechnical engineering related project issues. 

 

Sincerely, 

PanGEO, Inc. 

 

 

                           

 

Spenser P. Scott, L.G. Jon C.  Rehkopf, P.E. 

Staff Geologist Senior Geotechnical Engineer 

 

 

   

 

 Siew L Tan, P.E. 

  Principal Geotechnical Engineer 
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APPENDIX A 

TEST BORING LOGS



MOISTURE CONTENT

2-inch OD Split Spoon, SPT
(140-lb. hammer, 30" drop)

3.25-inch OD Spilt Spoon
(300-lb hammer, 30" drop)

Non-standard penetration
test (see boring log for details)

Thin wall (Shelby) tube

Grab

Rock core

Vane Shear

Dusty, dry to the touch

Damp but no visible water

Visible free water

Terms and Symbols for
Boring and Test Pit Logs

Density

SILT / CLAY

GRAVEL (<5% fines)

GRAVEL (>12% fines)

SAND (<5% fines)

SAND (>12% fines)

Liquid Limit < 50

Liquid Limit > 50

Breaks along defined planes

Fracture planes that are polished or glossy

Angular soil lumps that resist breakdown

Soil that is broken and mixed

Less than one per foot

More than one per foot

Angle between bedding plane and a plane
normal to core axis

Very Loose

Loose

Med. Dense

Dense

Very Dense

SPT
N-values

Approx. Undrained Shear
Strength (psf)

<4

4 to 10

10 to 30

30 to 50

>50

<2

2 to 4

4 to 8

8 to 15

15 to 30

>30

SPT
N-values

Units of material distinguished by color and/or
composition from material units above and below

Layers of soil typically 0.05 to 1mm thick, max. 1 cm

Layer of soil that pinches out laterally

Alternating layers of differing soil material

Erratic, discontinuous deposit of limited extent

Soil with uniform color and composition throughout

Approx. Relative
Density (%)

Gravel

Layered:

Laminated:

Lens:

Interlayered:

Pocket:

Homogeneous:

Highly Organic Soils

#4 to #10 sieve (4.5 to 2.0 mm)

#10 to #40 sieve (2.0 to 0.42 mm)

#40 to #200 sieve (0.42 to 0.074 mm)

0.074 to 0.002 mm

<0.002 mm

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

MAJOR DIVISIONS GROUP DESCRIPTIONS

Notes:

MONITORING WELL

<15

15 - 35

35 - 65

65 - 85

85 - 100

GW

GP

GM

GC

SW

SP

SM

SC

ML

CL

OL

MH

CH

OH

PT

TEST SYMBOLS

50%or more passing #200 sieve

Groundwater Level at
     time of drilling (ATD)
Static Groundwater Level

Cement / Concrete Seal

Bentonite grout / seal

Silica sand backfill

Slotted tip

Slough

<250

250 - 500

500 - 1000

1000 - 2000

2000 - 4000

>4000

RELATIVE DENSITY / CONSISTENCY

Fissured:

Slickensided:

Blocky:

Disrupted:

Scattered:

Numerous:

BCN:

COMPONENT DEFINITIONS

Dry

Moist

Wet

1.  Soil exploration logs contain material descriptions based on visual observation and field tests using a system
modified from the Uniform Soil Classification System (USCS). Where necessary laboratory tests have been
conducted (as noted in the "Other Tests" column), unit descriptions may include a classification. Please refer to the
discussions in the report text for a more complete description of the subsurface conditions.

2.  The graphic symbols given above are not inclusive of all symbols that may appear on the borehole logs.
Other symbols may be used where field observations indicated mixed soil constituents or dual constituent  materials.

COMPONENT   SIZE / SIEVE RANGE COMPONENT   SIZE / SIEVE RANGE

SYMBOLS
Sample/In Situ test types and intervals

Silt and Clay

Consistency

SAND / GRAVEL

Very Soft

Soft

Med. Stiff

Stiff

Very Stiff

Hard

Phone:  206.262.0370

Bottom of BoringBoulder:

Cobbles:

Gravel

  Coarse Gravel:

      Fine Gravel:

Sand

  Coarse Sand:

  Medium Sand:

  Fine Sand:

Silt

Clay

> 12 inches

3 to 12 inches

3 to 3/4 inches

3/4 inches to #4 sieve

Atterberg Limit Test

Compaction Tests

Consolidation

Dry Density

Direct Shear

Fines Content

Grain Size

Permeability

Pocket Penetrometer

R-value

Specific Gravity

Torvane

Triaxial Compression

Unconfined Compression

Sand
50% or more of the coarse
fraction passing the #4 sieve.
Use dual symbols (eg. SP-SM)
for 5% to 12% fines.

for In Situ and Laboratory Tests
listed in "Other Tests" column.

50% or more of the coarse
fraction retained on the #4
sieve. Use dual symbols (eg.
GP-GM) for 5% to 12% fines.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOIL STRUCTURES

Well-graded GRAVEL

Poorly-graded GRAVEL

Silty GRAVEL

Clayey GRAVEL

Well-graded SAND

Poorly-graded SAND

Silty SAND

Clayey SAND

SILT

Lean CLAY

Organic SILT or CLAY

Elastic SILT

Fat CLAY

Organic SILT or CLAY

PEAT

ATT

Comp

Con

DD

DS

%F

GS

Perm

PP

R
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TV

TXC

UCC
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Figure A-1



- Approximately 6 inches of topsoil and mulch.

Medium dense, moist, light brown, silty fine SAND; trace gravels and
cobbles, trace iron oxide staining, trace rootlets.

[PRE-OLYMPIA FINE-GRAINED GLACIAL DEPOSITS - Qpogf].

- Water added at 7 feet to aid drilling.

Hard, moist, grey-brown, sandy lean SILT; trace gravel.

- Pocket of slightly elastic silt at about 10 feet.

- Increase in gravel in sample.

- Water added at 14 feet to aid drilling.

- Trace carbon at bottom of hole.

Boring terminated at approximately 14.3 feet below ground surface. No
groundwater was observed at time of drilling.
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Remarks: Boring drilled using an acker portable drill rig. Standard penetration test (SPT)
sampler driven with a 140 lb safety hammer. Hammer operated with a rope and cathead
mechanism. Surface elevations (NAVD88) estimated from Survey by Cascade Land
Surveying, dated December 2016.
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- Approximately 6 inches of topsoil and mulch.

Very stiff, moist, grey to light brown, sandy slightly elastic SILT; trace
gravel, trace mottling, roots.

[PRE-OLYMPIA FINE-GRAINED GLACIAL DEPOSITS - Qpogf].

Very dense to hard, moist, grey-brown, sandy SILT to silty SAND;
trace gravel, trace mottling.

- Water added at 9 feet to aid drilling.

Hard, moist, blue-grey, fine sandy SILT; trace gravel; potential
hydrocarbon odor observed.

[PRE-OLYMPIA FINE-GRAINED DEPOSITS - Qpof].

Boring terminated at approximately 11 feet below ground surface. No
groundwater was observed at time of drilling.
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Remarks: Boring drilled using an acker portable drill rig. Standard penetration test (SPT)
sampler driven with a 140 lb safety hammer. Hammer operated with a rope and cathead
mechanism. Surface elevations (NAVD88) estimated from Survey by Cascade Land
Surveying, dated December 2016.
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- Approximately 4 inches of concrete over gravel.

Loose to medium dense, moist, brown, silty SAND; trace gravel.

[FILL].

Medium dense, moist, light brown to grey-brown, silty fine SAND; trace
gravel, trace rootlets, trace iron-oxide staining.

Medium stiff, moist, light brown, sandy lean SILT; trace gravel, trace
mottling, reworked.

[PRE-OLYMPIA FINE-GRAINED GLACIAL DEPOSITS - Qpogf].

Hard, moist, light brown to grey brown, silty CLAY; trace carbon.

- Refusal at 14 feet due to boulder (?).

Boring terminated at approximately 14 feet below ground surface. No
groundwater was observed at time of drilling.
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Remarks: Boring drilled using an RCT60 small track mounted drill rig. Standard
penetration test (SPT) sampler driven with a 140 lb safety hammer. Hammer operated
with a rope and cathead mechanism. Surface elevations (NAVD88) estimated from
Survey by Cascade Land Surveying, dated December 2016.
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APPENDIX B 

PREVIOUS TEST BORING LOG 
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